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OPERATORS SAFETY SUMMARY

The safety information in this summary is for operating personnel. Warnings 
and cautions will also be found throughout the manual where they apply.

Terms in This Manual
*

CAUTION statements identify conditions or practices that could result in 
damage to the equipment or other property.

WARNING statements identify conditions or practices that could result in per
sonal injury or loss of fife.

Terms as Marked on Equipment

CAUTION indicates a personal injury hazard not immediately accessible as 
one reads the markings, or a hazard to property, including the equipment it
self.

DANGER indicates a personal injury hazard immediately accessible as one 
reads the marking.

Symbols in This Manual

This sym bol indicates where applicable 
cau tionary or other inform ation is to  
be found. For maximum Input voltage 
see Table 6 -1 .

Symbols as Marked on Equipment

A

DANGER-High voltage.

Protective ground (earth) terminal.

ATTENTION -  Refer to manual.
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Power Source

This product is intended to operate from a power source that does not apply 
more than 250 V rms between the supply conductors or between either sup
ply conductor and ground. A protective ground connection, by way of the 
grounding conductor in the power cord, is essential for safe operation.

Grounding the Product

This product is grounded through the grounding conductor of the power 
cord. To avoid electrical shock, plug the power cord into a properly wired 
receptacle before making any connections to the product input or output ter
minals. A protective ground connection, by way of the grounding conductor 
in the power cord, is essential for safe operation.

Danger Arising Prom Loss of Ground

Upon loss of the protective-ground connection, all accessible conductive 
parts, including knobs and controls that may appear to be insulating, can ren
der an electric shock.

Use the Proper Power Cord

Use only the power cord and connector specified for your product.

The power cord must be in good condition.

Read Section 1 for power-cord and connector information.

Use the Proper Fuse >

To avoid fire hazard, use only a fuse of the correct type, voltage rating and 
current rating as specified on the back of your product and in Table 6-1.

Do Not Operate in an Explosive Atmosphere

To avoid explosion, do not operate this product in an explosive atmosphere.

2252 Operators xi



Do Not Remove Covers or Panels

To avoid personal injury, do not remove the product covers or panels. Do not 
operate the product without the covers and panels properiy installed.

xii 2252 Operators
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Introduction

PRODUCT OVERVIEW 
Description

The 2252 is a 100 MHz, four-channel, dual-sweep portable oscilloscope for 
general-purpose use (Figure 1-1). A microprocessor-based operating sys
tem controls most of the functions in the instrument, including a fully 
integrated menu-driven voltage and time measurement system with 
SmartCursors™. Acounter/timer (C/T) is integrated into the trigger system to 
provide many automated counting and timing measurements with high ac
curacy. Other features include single-button automatic front-panel setup 
and a menu-driven store/recall setup function. A menu-driven service mode 
provides for configuring of certain menu and readout displays, internal 
calibration, and servicing diagnostics. The instrument provides a hardcopy 
output of the displayed waveform. The instrument is equipped with a General 
Purpose interface Bus (GPIB) that allows it to be operated by the program
ming of the controller.

7837-01

Figure 1-1, The 2252 Oscilloscope.
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Introduction

The vertical deflection system has four input channels. Two channels have 11 
basic deflection factors from 2 mV to 5 V per division, and two channels have 
two basic deflection factors of 0.1 V and 0.5 V per division. Basic deflection 
factors can be extended with attenuator probes. VOLTS/DIV readouts are 
switched to display the correct vertical scale factors when properly coded 
probes are connected to the vertical input connectors.

The horizontal deflection system provides single, dual, or delayed sweeps 
from 0.5 s to 20 ns per division (delayed sweep, 5 ms to 20 ns per division). 
The trigger system provides stable triggering over the fuil bandwidth of the 
vertical deflection system.

Alphanumeric crt readouts of the vertical and horizontal scale factors are dis
played at the bottom of the screen. On-screen vertical and horizontal cursors 
provide accurate voltage, time, frequency, and phase measurements; 
measurement values are displayed at the top of the crt.

Measurement features include voltage, time, frequency, and phase, counter/ 
timer measurements, and risetime/falltime or propagation delay. Voltage 
measurements include positive peak, negative peak, peak--to-peak, and 
average dc levels, measured over the entire display or a selected portion 
(gated measurements).

Counter/timer measurements include frequency, period, width, totalize, 
frequency ratio, gated frequency, gated period, gated width, gated events, 
delta time, one-over-delta time, phase, rise/fal! time, and propagation delay, 
using an interna! or external frequency standard. Counter/timer measure
ments can be averaged to increase the number of displayed digits, and 
measurement trigger points can be indicated with cursors on screen.

Positionabie cursors allow absolute voltage, voltage difference, time 
difference, frequency, and phase measurements. SmartCursors® visually 
track voltage measurements, trigger levels and ground and may be 
selectively displayed with the waveforms. Time, frequency, and phase 
measurements referenced to the trigger event or between two user-selected 
events are available in ALT and B horizontal modes.

By pressing a single button (AUTO SETUP), the front-panel controls can be 
set up to produce a usable waveform display based on the voltage and time 
characteristics of the input signals.

The Store/Recall system lets you store and recall up to 20 different front- 
panel setups. Stored setups can be arranged in sequences as required for 
specific applications.

1-2 2252 Operator,5



Introduction

The 2252 has a digitizing system capable of converting the A sweep 
waveform to digital data. The digitized waveform data can then be sent io an 
external EPSON™ FX-Series compatible printer for hard copies of the 
waveform or to a host computer via the communications interface for mass 
data storage and/or waveform analysis. When used with a host computer or 
system controller, the front panel settings and measurement features of the 
instrument are ail remotely controllable. The externally controllable front 
panel coupled with the ability to digitize and output the displayed waveform 
and all measurement results, makes the 2252 a versatile instrument for use in 
remote automatic testing and production line environments.

The hardcopyfeatureallowstheinstrumenttooutputasmany asfiveAsweep 
displays (CH 1, ADD channels 1 and 2, CH 2, CH 3, and CH 4) to an attached 
printer via a Centronics interface.

The instrument GPI B meets the standard IEEE 488.2-1987. The GPi B allows 
the front-panel controls and menus to be operated under control of the 
programming of the controller. All the front panel controls and menus are 
accessible via the communications port connector. Digitized waveforms and 
measurement results can be gathered by the remote controller for long term 
data collection and/or analysis using system programming.

Standard Accessories
Hie following items are standard accessories shipped with the 2252 
instrument:

2 Probes, 10X, 1.5 meter, with accessories 
1 Power cord 
1 Power cord clamp 
1 Operators manual 
1 Reference guide 
1 CRT filter, blue plastic (installed)
1 Fuse, 2A, 250 V, siow~b!ow 
1 Accessory pouch, ziploc *
1 Instrument Interface Guide

See Section 8 “Options and Accessories" for part numbers and further infor
mation about standard accessories and a list of the recommended optional 
accessories. For more information on accessories and ordering assistance, 
contact your Tektronix representative or local Tektronix Field Office.

“ EPSON is a trademark of Epson Corporation.
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PREPARATION FOR USE

Safety

Refer to the Operators Safety Summary at the front of this manual for power 
source, grounding, and other safety information about the use of the instru
ment. Before connecting the 2252to a power source, read this section and the 
Safety Summary.

This instrument can be damaged if the wrong line fuse is installed. 

Verify the proper value of the power-input fuse with the following procedure.

1. Press i n the fuse -ho Ider cap and release it with a si Ight counterclockwise 
rotation.

2. Puli the cap (with the attached fuse inside} out of the fuse holder.

3. Verify proper fuse value.

4. Install the proper fuse and reinstall the fuse-holder cap.

The 2252 operates on line voltages from 90 to 250 V with line frequencies 
ranging from 48 to 440 Hz. No line voltage selecting is necessary. Instruments 
are shipped with the power cord that was requested on the order. Tine power 
cord must match the power-source outlet; if it does not, contact your 
Tektronix representative or local Tektronix Field Office. See Figure 1-2 for 
optional power cords available.

1-4 2252 Operators
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Plug
Configuration Option

Power Cord/ 
Plug Type

Line
Voltage

Reference
Standards1*

US.
Std.

US. 
120 V 120V

ANSI C73.11 
NEMA 5-15-P 

IEC 83 
UL 198.6

A1 EURO
220V 220V

CEE(7), 
!!, IV, Vii 
IEC 83 
IEC 127

A2 UK*
240V 240V

BS 1363 
IEC 83 

IEC 127

• v > .
A3 Australian

240V 240V AS C l 12 
IEC 127

A4
North

American
240V

240V

ANSI C73.20 
NEMA 6-15-P 

IEC 83 
UL 198.6

AS Switzerland
220V 220V

SEV
IEC
127

aA 6A, type C fuse is aiso installed inside the plug of the Option A2 power cord. 
b Reference Standards Abbreviations;

ANSI-American National Standards institute
AS-Standards Association of Australia
BS™ British Standards institution * .
CEE — international Commission on Rules for the
Approval of Electrical Equipment
i£C—International Electrotechnical Commission
NEMA- National Electrical Manufacturer’s Association
SEV—Schweizervischer Elektrotechnischer Verein
UL-Underwriters Laboratories Inc. 7337-02

Figure t -2. Optional power cords.
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The detachable three-wire power cord has a three-contact plug for con
nection to the power source and the protective ground. The power cord is 
held to the rear pane! by a damp. The protective ground contact on the plug 
connects (through the power cord protective-ground conductor} to the 
accessible metal parts of the instrument.

WARNING

For electrical-shock protection, insert this plug into a power- 
source outlet that has a properly grounded protective-ground 
contact

instrument Cooling
To prevent instrument damage from overheated components, make sure the 
interna! airflow is not blocked. Before turning on the power, check that the 
ventilation holes on the bottom and side of the cabinet are not covered.

Start-up
At power on, the instrument does a self-diagnostic check, if the instrument 
does hot turn on and operate normally, turn power off then on again. If the 
instrument still does not turn on properly, refer the instrument to a qualified 
service person. TRIGGER MODE LEDs may be flashing to indicate the circuit 
location of a start-up error; you should report this information to the service 
person.

When the instrument is turned on, a seif-ca! routine may run to set the 
voltage- and timing-measurement constants. The power-on seif cal runs 
only if the stored constants have been lost, possibly due to a dead memory 
back-up battery. The following warning message will be displayed for 5 
seconds: “WARNING PROBABLE BATTERY FAILURE TURN OFF AND ON 
TO VERIFY” . If the message reappears after having turned the power off and 
on, have the battery checked and/or repiaced by a qualified service person. 
The instrument can still be used for accurate measurements by running the 
SELF CAL MEASUREMENTS routine from the SERVICE MENU after the 
instrument has warmed up for at least 20 minutes.

To run the SELF CAL MEASUREMENTS routine, press the top and bottom 
menu-item select buttons. Press down-arrow button to underline SELF CAL
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MEASUREMENTS. Press RUN to start the routine, then QUIT or CLEAR 
DISPLAY to return to the normal oscilloscope mode.

Repackaging for Shipment
Save the original shipping carton and packing material in case it is ever
necessary to reship the instrument by a commercial transport carrier. If the
original materials are unfit or not available, then repackage the instrument
using the following procedure.

1. Use a corrugated cardboard shipping carton with a test strength of at 
_ least 275 pounds and an inside dimension at least six inches greater than 
■the instrument dimensions.

2. If instrument is being shipped to a Tektronix Service Center, enclose the 
following information: owner’s address, name and phone number of a 
contact person, type and serial number of the instrument, reason for 
returning, and a complete description of the service required.

3. Completely wrap the instrument with polyethylene sheeting or equiva
lent to protect the outside finish and keep harmful substances out of the 
instrument.

4. Cushion instrument on all sides with three inches of padding material or 
urethane foam, tightly packed between the carton and the instrument.

5. Seal the shipping carton with an industrial stapler or strapping tape.

6. Mark the address of the Tektronix Service Center and your own return 
address on the shipping carton.

i-
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CRT, Power, and Display
Refer to Figure 2-1 for location of items 1 through 9.

m  ROWER Switch—Turns on or off instrument power. Press for ON or 
OFF.

At least one Vertical MODE button will light when the power Is turned on. 
The front-panel setup existing when the power is turned off will return 
when the power is turned on again.

( IT )  A INTEN Control — Adjusts the brightness of the A trace.

( 3 ^  B INTEN Control—Adjusts the brightness of the B Delayed sweep 
trace and the intensified zone on the A trace.

( 4 ^  FOCUS Control—Adjusts the focus of the crtdisplays (traces, readout, 
and cursors).

( IT )  TRACE ROTATION C ontrol—Aligns the crt trace with the horizontal 
graticule lines. This is a screwdriver adjustment.

READOUT Control—Adjusts the brightness of the crt readout display 
(includes all alphanumerics and cursors).

( 7^) SCALE ILLUM Control—Adjusts the illumination level of the graticule.

NOTE

Life of the graticule illumination lamps can be increased by 
setting the SCALE ILLUM control for the minimum intensity 
needed for viewing, and turning off scale illumination when 
not needed.

BJ  BEAM FIND Button—Locates off-screen and overscanned displays 
when the button is held in. Limits the vertical and horizontal deflection 
within the display area and unbianks the crt.
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CRT—Displays waveforms and readouts in an 80 mm vertical by 
100 mm horizontal graticule area.

Interna! graticule lines provide parallax-free viewing of trace and 
graticule lines. 0%, 10%, 90% and 100% points marked at the left edge 
of the graticule aid in making rise- and fail-time measurements.
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Vertical

Refer to Figure 2-2 for location of items 10 through 17.

@  CH 1 and CH 2 POSITION C ontro ls—Adjust vertical position of the 
Channel 1 and Channel 2 waveform displays.

11) MODE Buttons—Select the vertical channels for display (CH 1, ADD 
channels 1 and 2, CH 2, CH 3, and CH 4). The CHOP/ALT MODE button 
selects method for switching input channels on the display (chopped or 
alternating).

Except for CHOP/ALT modes, pressing an unlit mode button turns on 
the mode, and pressing a lit button turns off the mode. CHOP is selected 
when the CHOP/ALT button is lit; ALT is selected when the button is not 
lit.

CH 1, CH 2, CH 3, and CH 4 —Select vertical channels for display. At 
least one of the channels or ADD is always on and cannot be turned off 
until another channel is first turned on,

CHOP/ALT—in the CHOP mode the display chops between selected 
Input channels at a rate of about 625 kHz, In the ALT mode, the selected 
channels are displayed in sequence (alternating at the end of each 
sweep).

ADD—Displays the algebraic sum of the Channel 1 and Channel 2 
input signals. The ADD display is in addition to any other selected chan
nel displays, in the ADD mode, a plus sign {+ ) isdisplayed between the 
Channel 1 and Channel 2 VOLTS/DIV readouts.

NOTE

In ADD mode when AUTO LEVEL TRIGGER MODE or CHOP 
Vertical MODE is selected, the algebraic sum of Channel 1 
and Channel 2 displays provides the internal signal source for 
the trigger system when the trigger source is VERT,
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Channel 1 and Channel 2 V0LTS/D1V Switches—Select calibrated 
deflection factors for Channel 1 and Channel 2 from 2 mV per division to 
5 V per division in a 1 -2 -5  sequence of 11 steps.

The switches are detected, continuous-rotation controls with no end 
stops. The VOLTS/DIV readouts reflect attenuation factors of coded 
attenuator probes connected to the vertical inputs.
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(T3) C H 1 AND CH 2 VOLTS/DIV VAR Controls -A llow s the CH 1 andCH2
vertical deflection factors to be increased up to at least 2.5 times.

Vertical deflection f actors are greater than the VO LTS/DIV switch setting 
when the UNCAL indicator is lit and a greater-than symbol (> ) is dis
played to the left of the associated VOLTS/DIV readout.

NOTE

Normally the VOLTS/DIV settings are calibrated when the VAR 
control is in the fully clockwise (detent) position. However, if a 
front-panel setup had been recalled from the Store/Recall 
Setup memory, it is possible for the VOLTS/DIV settings to be 
calibrated or uncalibrated with the VOLT/DIV VAR control in 
any position. When the controls are rotated, normal variable 
operation returns.

(14) UNCAL Indicator—Lights when either CH 1 or CH 2 VOLTS/DIV set
tings are uncalibrated (variable function in effect).

(Ts) SCOPE BW Button — Reduces the bandwidth of the vertical deflection 
system and trigger system to 20 MHz when the button is lit. The full 
bandwidth is available when the SCOPE BW button is not lit.

m 3) CH 2 INVERT B utton—Inverts the Channel 2 input signal when the 
INVERT button is lit.

The Channel 2 input signal in ADD mode and the Channel 2 trigger sig
nal pickoff are also inverted. A down-arrow symbol is displayed 
between the Channel 1 and Channel 2 VOLTS/DIV readout when the 
INVERT mode is on.

17) COUPLING Buttons —Select the method of coupling input signals to 
the Channel 1 and Channel 2 attenuators.

GND—Disconnects the input signal and grounds the input of the 
associated vertical attenuator to provide a zero (ground) reference volt
age display.

The COUPLING switch is in the ground position when the AC and the 
DC buttons are not lit. A ground symbol (r h ) is displayed to the right of
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the associated VOLTS/DIV readout. The ground symbol is also 
displayed after the value readout of any of the VOLTMETER 
measurements.

AC—Capacitively couples the input signal to the vertical attenuator 
when the AC button is lit.

Turning on AC Coupling turns off DC Coupling. AC Coupling blocks the 
dc component of the input s ignal The lower -3  dB frequency limit is 
10 Hz or less when using either a IX  probe or property terminated 
coaxial cable; it is 1 Hz or less using a compensated lOXprobe.WithAC 
Coupling selected, an AC symbol (~ ) is displayed to the right of the 
associated VOLTS/DiV readout. An AC symbol is aiso displayed after 
the value readout of any Peak or Peak-to-Peak voltage measurement.

NOTE

When AC Coupling is selected for DC voltmeter measure
ments an error message “SELECT DC COUPLING" is 
displayed.

DC—Couples dc and ail frequency components of the input signal to 
the vertical attenuator when the DC button is lit.

Turning on DC coupling turns off AC coupling. With DC Coupling 
selected, a DC symbol ( nrs ) is displayed to the right of the associated 
VOLTS/DIV readout. Input resistance is 1 M fl to ground.

Refer to Figure 2-3 for location of items 18 through 23.

©  CH 1 OR X and CH 2 Input C onnectors—Connect signals to the In
puts of Channel 1 and Channel 2 vertical attenuators.

Input connectors are BNC type with an outer contact ring for recog
nizing attenuation factors of coded attenuator probes. A signal con
nected to the CH 1 OR X input connector produces the horizontal 
deflection (X-Axis) in the X-Y horizontal mode. Any of the vertical signal 
channelsorADDcan provide vertical deflection (Y-Axis) for an X-Y dis
play.

1^9) PROBE ADJUST Connector — Outputs a 0.5 V square-wave signal (at 
about 1 kHz into a 1 MO load) for compensating voltage probes and 
checking the vertical deflection accuracy.
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Figure 2-3. Vertical connectors and CH 3 and CH 4 controls.

(30) Auxiliary Ground Jack—Provides an auxiliary chassis ground con
nection (banana jack) between the equipment under test and the 2252.

(21 Channel 3 and Channel 4 POSITION C ontro ls—Adjust vertical 
position of Channel 3 and Channel 4 signal displays.

^22) Channel 3 and Channel 4 VOLTS/D1V Switches—Select two basic 
deflection factors for Channel 3 and Channel 4,0.5 volt/division (button 
lit) or 0.1 voit/division (button not lit).

The VOLTS/DIV switch setting displayed in the crt readout reflects the 
attenuation factor of coded attenuator probes that are connected to the 
vertical inputs.

I

[23^ CH 3 and CH 4 input Connectors—Connect signals to the inputs of 
the Channel 3 and Channel 4 vertical attenuators. Input coupling is dc 
oniy.

The input connectors are BNC with probe-coding ring contacts (the 
same as Channel 1 and Channel 2). The limited choice of deflection 
factors for the Channel 3 and Channel 4 inputs makes them useful for 
digital and trigger signals.
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Horizontal

Refer to Figure 2-4 for location of items 24 through 31.

24) POSITION C on tro l—Adjusts the horizontal position of the waveform
displays on the cri.

*

25) X I0 MAG Switch —Magnifies the A and B sweeps by a factor of 10 and 
extends the fastest sweep speed to 2 ns per division. The center portion 
of an unmagnified sweep display will be within 0.5 division of the center 
of a magnified sweep display. No action occurs in X-Y mode.

When X10 MAG is on, a X10 symbol is displayed next to the SEC/DIV 
readouts. The readouts reflect correct display sweep speeds for the X I0 
MAG displays and the unmagnified displays.

26) MODE Buttons (Up-Arrow  and Down-Arrow) and Indicators —
Select the operating mode of the horizontal deflection system. Pressing 
the Up-/Down-Arrow buttons selects the horizontal deflection mode as 
shown by the MODE lights. Not all Menu Measurement modes are com
patible with all horizontal deflection modes. See Table 3-1, Behavior for 
Horizontal MODE Changes, in Section 3.

A —Selects A sweep horizontal deflection. The A sweep speed is 
determined by the A SEC/DIV switch setting as displayed in the crt 
readout. Whenever A MODE is selected, the A/B SELECT switch is set 
to A Trigger.

ALT —Alternates between A sweep {with an intensified zone repre- 
‘ senting B sweep} and B delayed sweep. Both A and B SEC/DIV switch 

settings are displayed in the crt readout, but only the B can be adjusted. 
Whenever ALT MODE is selected, the A/B SELECT switch is set to B 
Trigger.

The B sweep speed cannot be set slower than the A sweep speed; 
attempting to do so forces the A sweep speed to follow the B sweep 
speed. To increase the A sweep speed in the ALT MODE, set the Hori
zontal MODE to A, adjust the SEC/DIV switch to a faster A sweep set
ting, and reset the Horizontal MODE switch to ALT. The B sweep speed 
and the length of the intensified zone are determined by the B SEC/DIV 
switch setting.
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Figure 2-4. Horizontal controls and indicators.

B —Select B sweep horizontal deflection. The B sweep speed is 
determined by the B SEC/DIV switch setting as displayed in the crt 
readout. Whenever B MODE is selected, the A/B SELECT switch is set 
to B Trigger.

The start of the B sweep in RUNS AFTER mode (or the arming of the B 
Trigger in any triggered mode) is delayed from the start of the A sweep 
by a time determined by the setting of the K- OR DELAY TIME control. 
The B SEC/DIV switch setting and the Delay Time Position setting are
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displayed in the crt readout. A greaier-than sign (> ) is displayed in 
front of the Delay Time readout if the B Trigger MODE is not RUNS 
AFTER.

X -Y —The signal applied to CH 1 OR X input connector produces the 
horizontal (X-Axis) deflection. Signals applied to any vertical input 
connector or ADD may be selected to provide the vertical deflection 
(Y-Axis).

The X-Y displays are horizontally positioned by the Horizontal 
POSITION controi and vertically positioned by the associated vertical 
channel POSITION control.

27) A AND B SEC/DIV Switch—Selects the horizontal deflection rate 
(sweep speed) for both the A sweep and the B sweep in a 1-2-5 
sequence. Calibrated sweep speeds are obtained with the A and B 
SEC/DIV VAR control in the detent (fully clockwise) position. The A 
SEC/DIV switch setting is set only from the A Horizontal MODE and the 
B SEC/DIV switch is set only from the ALT or B Horizontal MODE.

NOTE

The B sweep speed can never be slower than the A sweep 
speed. When the two sweep speeds are the samet they are 
"locked." At this point A will follow B to slower SEC/DIV set
tings (in ALT or B) and B wilf follow A to faster settings (in A).

A SEC/DIV—The calibrated A sweep speed is selected only in A HorP 
zontal MODE from 0.5 s per division to 20 ns per division (X I0 MAG off).

B SEC/DIV—The calibrated B sweep speed is selected either in ALT or 
B Horizontal MODE from 5 ms per division to 20 ns per division (XI0 
MAG off).

^28) A and B SEC/DIV VAR Controi—Provides continuously variable, 
uncalibrated A and B sweep speeds to at least 2.5 times slower than the 
calibrated SEC/DIV setting.

The vAr control extends the slowest A sweep speed to at least 1.25 sec 
per division. The UNCAL indicator is 1st and a greater-than sign {> } is 
displayed before each SEC/DIV readout value when the sweep speeds 
are greater than the SEC/DIV settings.
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NOTE

Normally the SEC/DIV settings are calibrated when the VAR 
control is in the fully clockwise (detent) position. However, if a 
front-panel setup had been recalled from the Store/Recali 
Setup memory, it is possible for the SEC/DIV settings to be cal
ibrated or uncalibrated with the SEC/DIV VAR control in any 
position. When the controls are rotated, normal variable oper
ation returns.

The reference and delta cursors will only track together as 
long as the reference delay plus the delta delay is less than 10 
times the A SEC/DIV setting (10 horizontal graticule divisions).
The cursors cannot be positioned left of the 1st or right of the 
11th vertical graticule lines.

OR DELAY TIME—This control has the following functions:

1. Positions the reference and delta cursors together in a cursor 
measurement mode. (Volts measurement in At ALT, B, or X-Y 
Horizontal MODES; TIME measurement in A or B Horizontal 
MODES.)

2. Positions the reference and deita delays together in the TIME 
measurement modes in the ALT or B Horizontal MODE.

3. Sets the B sweep delay time in the ALT or B Horizontal Mode in 
DELAY measurement mode.

4. Positions the intensified zone for GATED VOLTMETER and 
GATED C/T measurements. T

5. Selects the character to be altered in the ALTER LABEL menu of 
Store/Recait.

“M —This control has the following functions:

1. Positions the delta cursor in the cursor measurement mode.

2. Sets the B sweep deita delay in TIME measurement mode when 
in the ALT or B Horizontal MODES.
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3. Sets the width of the intensified zone for GATED VOLTMETER 
and GATED C/T measurements.

4. Changes the setup number or characters In Store/Recati.

NOTE

The reference and delta cursors will only track together as 
long as the reference delay plus the delta delay is less than 10 
times the A SECfDIV setting (10 horizontal graticule divisions). 
Cursors cannot be positioned left o f the 1st or right of the 11th 
vertical graticule lines.

(30) UNCAL Indicator—Lights when the A AND B SEC/DIV settings are un- 
calibrated (variable function in effect).

(31) TRACE SEP Control—Positions the B sweep trace vertically with 
respect to the A sweep trace when ALT Horizontal MODE is selected.

Trigger

Refer to Figure 2-5 for location of items 32 through 38.

(32) A/B SELECT Button-D irects the MODE, SOURCE, CPLG, SLOPE, 
and LEVEL controls and Trigger lights (TRiG’D and READY) to either 
the A or B Trigger system {A, when lit; B, when not lit).

Either A or B trigger can be selected for any Horizontal MODE; however, 
A/B SELECT is preset to A when A Horizontal MODE is selected, and B 
when ALT or B Horizontal MODE is selected. No change occurs when 
switching from B to X-Y Horizontal MODE.

For dual-channel C/T measurements, this button cycles through three 
trigger sources: A, B source 1, and B source 2. The button is 1st when A is 
selected and unlit for either B source, if no menu is being displayed, the 
second-from-top readout line will show which of the three trigger 
sources is selected, along with slope, as shown below:
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FREQ RATIO ___________________________________

A source: TRIG SELECT: A SLOPE: ?
B source 1: TRIG SELECT: Bchx SLOPE:?,
B source 2: TRIG SELECT: B chy SLOPE:f
Chx is the numerator channel, and chy is the denominator 
channel {CH 1, CH 2, CH 3, CH 4, or ADD may be selected for 
either channel}. ? is an up-arrow if positive trigger slope or a 
down-arrow if negative trigger slope.

K~ SEC  ̂ ft- 1/SEC-*(( N- PHASE-*!
(when run’ in ALT or B horizontal mode)

A source: TRIG SELECT: A SLOPE:?
B source 1: TRIG SELECT: B SLOPE:?
B source 2: TRiG SELECT: B D SLOPE: ?

PROP DELAY

A source: TRIG SELECT: A SLOPE: ?
B source 1: TRiG SELECT: B START SLOPE:?
B source 2: TRiG SELECT: B STOP SLOPE:f

3 3 ) SLOPE B utton—Selects the slope (positive- or negative-going) of the 
trigger source signal that triggers either the A sweep, the B sweep, or the 
CyT. (Button lit = positive-going; button not iit = negative-going.)

(3 4 ) HO LDO FF C o n tro l—Varies holdoff time 
sweep and the start of the next A sweep.

between the end of one A

The HOLDOFF control can increase the minimum holdoff time by at 
(east 10 times. Adjusting this control can improve triggering stability of 
aperiodic signals (i.e., complex digital waveforms).

o5) LEVEL C ontro l—Sets the amplitude level on the trigger signal at which 
either the A sweep, the B sweep, or the C/T is triggered. When a sweep is 
triggered, the TRIG'D indicator is iit. During C/T measurements, the 
TRIG’D indicator is unlit for B trigger.
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Figure 2-5. Trigger controls and Indicators.

Adjusting the LEVEL control fully counterclockwise in AUTO LEVEL 
Trigger MODE causes the trigger to reacquire and sets the trigger ievel 
to the 10% point of the trigger signal; adjusting to the clockwise stop will 
cause a reacquisition to the 90% level. In either case, the limits of the 
Trigger LEVEL control will be the 10% and 90% levels of the trigger 
signal.

^36) MODE Buttons (Up- and Down-Arrows) and Indicators—Select the 
operating modes of the A and B trigger systems. Pressing the U p-/ 
Down-Arrow buttons selects the operating modes as shown by the Trig
ger MODE lights.
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Selections available for the A Trigger (A/B SELECT button lit) are: 
AUTO LEVEL, AUTO, NORM, TV LINE, TV FIELD, and SGLSEG. Selec
tions for the B Trigger (A/B SELECT button not lit) are: AUTO LEVEL, 
RUNS AFTER, NORM, TV LINE FROM A SOURCE. For RISE, FALL, 
and PROP DELAY measurements, B Trigger MODE selection is not 
allowed, and B Trigger MODE lights are off.

If TV Sync Trigger Slope has been preset in the Configuration menu 
(see Service Menu Features in section 3), the A SLOPE is set to the 
preset slope when TV LINE or TV FIELD A Trigger MODE is selected. 
Whenever A Trigger MODE is set to a TV Trigger MODE, B Trigger 
SLOPE will automatically be set to match A Trigger SLOPE if TV LINE B 
Trigger MODE is selected. After A SLOPE has been preset, if A Trigger 
MODE Is then taken out of a TV Trigger MODE, A SLOPE is set back to 
its previously selected (non-preset) value. If, while doing this, BTrigger 
MODE was still in TV LINE, the B SLOPE will be set automatically to 
match ASLOPE. If B SLOPE was set to match A SLOPE because BTrig
ger MODE was TV LINE, then setting B Trigger MODE to any other 
mode will cause B SLOPE to beset back to its previously selected (non
preset) value.

After the A SLOPE has been preset, it may then be altered as usual, and 
B SLOPE will automatically be set to match it if B Trigger MODE is TV 
LINE. If TV Sync Trigger Slope has not been preset in the Configuration 
menu, the A SLOPE will stay at its prior setting.

A Trigger Modes

AUTO LEVEL—Automatically sets the range of the Trigger LEVEL con
trol to the 10% and 90% levels of the A Trigger source signal and sets 
the Trigger LEVEL either to the 10%, 50%, or 90% level of the A Trigger 
source signal, depending on the position of the Trigger LEVEL control.

The auto-level range is reset when triggering Is lost, when the Trigger 
LEVEL control is rotated to either end stop, or when AUTO LEVELTrig- 
ger MODE is selected again. AUTO LEVEL mode is useful for quickly 
locating and maintaining an appropriate triggering level.

The A sweep free-runs to produce a baseline trace when the A Trigger 
source signal amplitude is too Sow or the triggering-source frequency is 
less than 10 Hz.

AUTO—Triggers the same as the NORM Trigger MODE when an ade
quate trigger signal is applied. However, the A sweep free-runs when
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the ATrigger source signal amplitude is too low or the frequency is less 
than 10 Hz or the Trigger LEVEL is not appropriate.The triggering level 
changes only when the Trigger LEVEL control is adjusted to a new level 
setting.

NORM —Triggers the A sweep when the A Trigger LEVEL control is set 
within the peak-to~peak limits of an adequate trigger signal. When the 
A sweep is nof triggered, no baseline trace is displayed.

TV LINE—Starts the A sweep at the beginning of a video signal line. 
SLOPE polarity must match the composite sync polarity to obtain TV 
LINE triggering on the horizontal sync pulse.

TV FIELD—Starts the A sweep at the beginning of a video signal field, 
SLOPE polarity must match the composite sync polarity to obtain TV 
FIELD triggering.

SGL SEQ (Single Sequence)—Sets up the A sweep for single
sequence operation. Each additional press of the down-arrow MODE 
button, when in single-sequence mode, resets the sweep and makes it 
ready to accept a trigger. As in NORM trigger MODE, the set triggering 
level changes only when the TRIGGER LEVEL control is adjusted to a 
new level setting.

When triggered, the sweep runs to produce a single sweep of each trace 
as required by the setting of the Vertical MODE and Horizontal MODE 
switches. Each displayed sweep in the sequence requires a distinct A 
sweep triggering event. The READY light remains on until the final trace 
in the sequence is completed. The readout and cursors can be set to 
turn on briefly at the end of the sequence when using a camera (factory 
settings default mode), or they can be set to remain on by changing the 
instrument configuration from the CONFIGURE menu (see “Service 
Menu Features” in Section 3).

B Trigger Modes

AUTO LEVEL—Sets the range of the Trigger LEVEL control to the 10% 
and 90% levels of the B Trigger source signal, sets the Trigger LEVEL, 
and triggers the B sweep and C/T.
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MOTE

The B sweep operates in RUNS AFTER mode when the 
trigger-source signal amplitude is too low or the frequency is 
below 10 Hz. Switch to NORM triggering if the repetition rate is 
too slow for autoleveling. The A sweep must be running (free- 
running or triggered) for B sweep to trigger.

Once set, autoleveling is repeated only if triggering is lost, if the Trigger 
LEVEL control is rotated to either end stop, or if AUTO LEVEL Trigger 
MODE is reselected. AUTO LEVEL MODE is useful for quickly locating 
an appropriate triggering level.

RUMS AFTER—Starts the B sweep immediately after the delay time 
selected by the k- OR DELAY TIME control.

NORM —The B sweep is triggered when an adequate trigger signal is 
received after the delay time condition has been met. When there is no 
trigger signal, there is no B sweep trace.

TV Lt M E FRO M A SO U R C E—Starts the B s weep at the beg inning of the 
video signal line received after the delay time has been met.

NOTE

SLOPE polarity defaults to the A Trigger SLOPE. This must 
match the composite sync polarity (same as A Trigger SLOPE) 
to obtain correct triggering on the horizontal sync pulse.

(S7j SOURCE {Up-Arrow and Down-Arrow) Buttons and indi
cators —Select the trigger source for either the A or the B Trigger system 
as directed by the A/B SELECT button. Pressing the Up-/Down~Arrow 
SOURCE buttons selects the trigger source {for A or B trigger system} 
as shown by SOURCE lights. For the Counter/Timer system, all 
measurement sources are selected from the SET MEAS’MT CHANNEL 
menus; the B trigger SOURCE lights stay off.
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VERT—Selects the trigger signal from the displayed waveforms.

The TRIGGER MODEand Vertical MODE switch settings determine the 
trigger signal source selection. When VERT is selected, one or more of 
the SOURCE lights will be on to indicate the trigger signal source. See 
Table 2-1 for VERT Trigger SOURCE selections.

CH 1 —The signal applied to the CH 1 OR X input connector is the 
source of the trigger signal.

CH 2 —The signal applied to the CH 2 input connector is the source of 
the trigger signal.

CH 3 —The signal applied to the CH 3 input connector Is the source of 
the trigger signal.

CH 4 —The signal applied to the CH 4 input connector is the source of 
the trigger signal.

LINE—The triggering signal Is obtained from asample of the ac power- 
source waveform. This trigger source is useful when the displayed 
waveform frequency is time related to the ac power-source frequency.

Table 2-1 
VERT Trigger SOURCE

Trigger
and

Vertical
Modes

ADD
Mode

Trigger Source Selected

AUTO
LEVEL

or
CHOP

On Algebraic sum of CH 1 and CH 2 input 
signals.

Off Lowest numbered vertical channel 
displayed.

NON
AUTO
LEVEL
and
ALT

On
or
Off

Alternates between displayed vertical 
channels in the following order: CH 1, 
CH 2, CH 3, CH 4, and ADD.
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(38) CPLG (Up-Arrow and Down-Arrow) Buttons and indicators —
Select the method of coupling the input trigger signal to the A or B trig- 
ger system as directed by the A/8 SELECT button. Pressing the U p-/ 
Down Arrow buttons selects the trigger coupling as shown by the CPLG 
lights.

DC—Couples dc and all frequency components of a triggering signal 
to the trigger circuitry.

DC coupling is useful for most signals, but it is especiaiiy useful for pro
viding a stable display of low-frequency or low-repetition-rate signals.

NOISE REJ (Noise Reject)—Couples all frequency components of 
the input signal to the trigger circuitry but increases the peak-to-peak 
signal amplitude required to produce a trigger event.

NOISE REJ coupling is useful for improving stability when the trigger 
signal is accompanied by low-level noise.

HF REJ (High Frequency Reject)—Attenuates high-frequency trig
gering signal components above 50 kHz.

HF REJ coupling is useful for providing a stable display of low- 
frequency components of complex waveforms and eliminates h igh- 
frequency interference from the trigger signal.

LF REJ (Low Frequency Reject)—Attenuates low-frequency trig
gering signal components below 100 kHz and blocks the dc com
ponent of the trigger signal.

LF REJ coupling is useful for producing stable triggering on the high-' 
frequency components of complex waveforms and rejecting iow- 
frequency interference or power supply hum from the trigger signal.

AC—Attenuates trigger signal frequency components below 50 Hz and 
blocks the dc component of the signal. *

AC coupling is useful for triggering on ac waveforms that have a large 
dc offset.
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Rear Panel

liefer to Figure 2-6 for location of items 39 through 44.

Figure 2-6. Rear panel.

,39) EXT 2 -AXIS INPUT Connector™ Connects external signals to the 2- 
Axis amplifier for intensity modulating the crt display.

Signals applied to the EXT Z-AXIS INPUT do not affect display 
waveshape. Signals with fast rise times and fall times provide the most 
abrupt intensity change. The active region threshold level is 1.8 V. A Z- 
Axis voltage above the threshold voltage of 3.8 V produces noticeable 
modulation. The Z-Axis signals must be time-related to the displayed 
signal to obtain a fixed intensity-modulated crt display.
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(40) EXT COUNTER/TINIER TIME BASE INPUT Connector-Connects
an external reference oscillator signal to the Counter/Timer. This signal 
must be 1, 5, or 10 MHz ±2% , with at least 1 Volt p -p  amplitude. The 
Counter/Timer will automatically switch to this signal, when present, 
and provide an indication in the readout.

(41)  Fuse H older—Contains the primary power fuse.

42) Power Cord Receptacle—Connects the ac power source to the instru
ment power supply.

The power cord protective-ground connection is connected to the 
exposed metal parts of the instrument. The power cord must be con
nected to a properly grounded source for electrical-shock protection.

(43) HARDCOPY OUTPUT Connector—Outputs the digitized A sweep 
dispiay(s) via a Centronics-compatible 25-pin female connector to an 
attached EPSONtw FX-Serie$ compatible printer.

(44) GPIB C onnector-Provides the ANSf/IEEE Std. 488.1-1987 com
patible electrical and mechanical connection to the GPIB. The control
ler operates the front panel and sets measurement modes. Digitized 
waveforms and measurement results can be transferred to a system 
controller or host computer.

Menu System, Hardcopy, and GPIB Controls 
and Indicators

Refer to Figure 2~7 for location of items 45 through 51.

(45) Menu Item Select Buttons—Select items from the list displayed on the 
right side of a displayed menu. A Menu item Select button that has no 
corresponding menu item does nothing when pressed. The menu dis
play will clear when the Stem is selected (unless the SERVICE mode 
CONFIGURE menu is set for: KEEP MENU ON WHEN ITEM 
SELECTED? YES). The factory settings default is NO.

EPSON Is a trademark of Epson Corporation.
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You can access the Service Mode by pressing the top and bottom Menu 
Item Select buttons at the same time. This should only be done when no 
other menu is displayed, as unwanted selections on the displayed 
menu could occur. See Service Menu Features in Section 3 for using the 
operational modes of the SERVICE MENU.

46) CLEAR DISPLAY—Clears displayed menus, measurement functions, 
and cursor funbtions in the following order:

1. Menu display (Service, Measurement, Store/Recal! Setup 
menus and Hardcopy messages).

2. Measurement function (including TRACK MEASMT cursors if 
displayed).

3. TRACK TRIG LVL and TRACK ih .

Figure 2-7. Menu controls.
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(47) SET MEAS’MT CHANNEL—Displays menus for setting
measurement-source channels for active measurement modes.

There are two one-page menus available; one for voltmeter and rise/falt 
measurements, and one for single-channel Counter/Timer measure
ments. Two-channel measurements, such as delta time, frequency 
ratio, and propagation delay, have two-page menus. Each menu lists 
all valid input channels that can be selected for that measurement 
mode.

If the SET MEAS’MT CHANNEL button is pressed for an invalid mode, 
one of the following messages will be displayed for two seconds:

1. SELECT A MEASUREMENT-When no measurement mode is 
active.

2. NO MEAS CHANNEL NEEDED—When a selected measure
ment mode (such as cursor time) does not require a measure
ment channel to be set.

When a SET MEAS’MT CHANNEL menu is displayed, changing the 
Horizontal MODE, except between ALT and B, clears the menu.

(48) LAST MEAS’MT—Recalls the last active measurement mode to the 
display and resets the measurement channel. If the last active measure
ment mode is already displayed when the LAST MEAS’MT button is 
pressed, only the measurement channel is reset.

The measurement channel for VOLTMETER, CURSOR VOLTS, and 
RISE or FALL measurement modes is set to CH 1, if CH 1 is displayed, 
otherwise to CH 2. If neither CH 1 nor CH 2 is displayed, CH 1 will be 
turned on and will be the measurement channel.

The measurement channel for single-channel Counter/Timer 
measurements is set to the lowest number displayed channel (may be 
set to CH 1, CH 2, CH 3, CH 4, or ADD). .

Measurement channels for time measurement modes (ALT and B Hori
zontal modes) and dual-channel Counter/Timer measurements are set 
to the lowest number displayed channel for the delay time (or B source 
1) and the next lowest number displayed channel for the delta-delay 
time, (or B source 2} if more than one channel is displayed. Both are set 
to the same channel when only one channel is displayed. CH 1 is con
sidered the lowest numbered channel, and ADD is considered the 
highest numbered channel.
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NOTE

When the memory-backup battery is dead or has just been 
replaced, the last measurement is initialized to SEC -*l at 
power on. The battery must be replaced by a qualified service 
person.

(49) Measurement Select Buttons— Calls up Measurement selection 
menus. Measurements are selected from the list of menu items at the 
right side of the menu display.

VOLTMETER CH1/CH2—Displays the voltmeter menu. The selected 
measurement mode is shown by an underlined menu item. Tracking 
cursors (measurement, ground, trigger level) may be displayed to show 
the measurement points on the displayed signal (see CURSORS).

CURSOR VOLTS—Calls up the menu for selecting cursor volts 
measurement modes. The first page of the menu lets you select 
positionable cursors; page 2 is for selecting the auto-tracking 
SmartCursors®.

TIME—Calls up the menu to select the type of timing measurement to 
be made. Menu choices are listed on the right side of the screen.

COUNTER/TIMER—Calls up the menu to select the type of counter/ 
timer measurement to be made. Menu choices are listed on the right 
side of the screen.

(50^ STORE/RECALL SETUP Button—Calls up store and recall menus 
that let you store and recall up to 20 front-pane I setups. When you press 
the STORE/RECALL button, the STORE/RECALL menu (factory set
tings default) or the RECALL ONLY menu is displayed depending on 
how you set the SERVICE mode CONFIGURE menu. See “Service 
Menu Features” in Section 3 to set CONFIGURE menu.

S y  AUTO SETUP Button —Press to automatically set up the front-panel 
controls to produce a usable crt display. Setups are based on the char
acteristics of the applied signals.
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The voltage and frequency characteristics of the input signal must be 
within the limits of the 2252 specifications.

In addition, applied signals must be large enough to insure a stable trig
ger in NOISE REJECT at 2 mV/div and be within the dynamic range of 
the vertical and trigger system at 5 V/div. The input signal must be DC or 
periodic within the frequency range of 50 Hz to 100 MHz.

Auto-setup action for each front-panel control is shown in Appendix A 
of this manual in Table A -1. In addition to the action shown in Table A~1, 
any selected measurement is re-initialized as if it were manually 
selected.

Minimum Setup—Pushing and holding the AUTO SETUP button until 
instrument operation returns enters the Minimum Setup function. This 
sets up the front-panel controls as the Auto-Setup does but leaves 
many of the controls unchanged from what the user has previously set. 
Minimum setup action for each front-panel control is shown In 
Appendix A.

52y HARDCOPY Button—Starts digitizing the A sweep display(s) and out
puts the results via the HARDCOPY OUTPUT connector (rear panel) to 
an attached EPSON m FX-Series compatible printer. The A sweep dis
plays are digitized between the A SEC/DIV switch settings from 
20 ns/div to 0.5 s/div. Ensure that the repetitive trigger events occur less 
than two seconds apart.

Waveform displays are not digitized for hardcopy use if the X I0 MAG is 
on or if the Horizontal mode is not set to A sweep. The hardcopy output 
provides 500 points for each waveform display (10 divisions).

Up to five display waveforms {CH 1, CH 2, CH 3, CH 4, and ADD chan
nels 1 and 2) can be digitized for a single hardcopy output. The 
hardcopy output also consists of graticule measurement markings, 
readout displays, and cursors. Screen readouts and front-panel LEDs 
should be disregarded during the digitizing period.

EPSON Is a trademark of Epson Corporation.
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NOTE

if  the HARDCOPY button is accidently pressed when the 
printer is not ready, the message PRINTER NOT READY will 
appear on the screen after the digitized period is completed. 
To exit from the Hardcopy mode, press the Menu-Select 
button opposite the message ABORT, CLEAR DISPLAY but
ton, or one of the Measurements select buttons. The user can 
also exit from the hardcopy mode during the digitizing period 
(when the A sweep speed or trigger rate is very slow) by press
ing the Menu-Select button opposite the message ABORT.

£ 3 ) GP1B STATUS Indicators-Indicates the status of the GRIB.

LOCK—Indicates that the GPIB has locked out the front-panel controls 
of the instrument. This condition can be cleared oniy over the bus or by 
cycling the instrument POWER switch. The lockout condition is used 
when the controller wishes the present state of the instrument front 
panel to be protected when communicating with the instrument.

SRQ — Indicates the instrument is requesting service from the control
ler. It will also be turned on if an error or a warning condition has been 
detected. It wiii be turned off when the controller has polled the instal
ment for its status and no other conditions are pending.

AD DR—Turns on when the GPiB is in one of the addressed states, 
TACS, (Talker-Active State) or LACS (Listener-ACiive State).
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INTRODUCTION

This section is divided into two subsections: BASIC OPERATION and MENU 
SYSTEM OPERATION. BASIC OPERATION provides some general infor
mation about the readout displays, graticule, and signal connections; MENU 
SYSTEM OPERATION provides detailed information on the menus and func
tions available under menu control.

BASIC OPERATION

This subsection contains the basic operating information and techniques that 
should be considered before attempting any measurements. For location 
and function of instrument controls, connectors, and indicators see How the 
Controls Work, Section 2 of this manual.

Graticule
The graticule is internally marked on the crt face to provide parailax-free 
viewing and enable accurate measurements {see Figure 3-1). The graticule 
is marked with eight vertical and ten horizontal major divisions. Major 
divisions are further divided into five subdivisions of 0.2 division each, 
marked along the center vertical and horizontal graticule lines. Percentage 
marks for rise-time and fall-time measurements are marked on the left side of 
the graticule. Vertical deflection factors and horizontal timing are calibrated to 
the graticule so that accurate measurements can be made directly from the 
crt.

The waveform displays are calibrated to the crt graticule markings for making 
quick and very accurate measurements of waveform parameters. Voltage 
measurements are done by counting the vertical graticule divisions and 
partial divisions occupied by the portion of the display being measured and 
then multiplying by the VOLTS/DIV setting. Time measurements using the 
graticule markings are done in a simitar manner. Count the number of hori
zontal graticule divisions and partial divisions occupied by the portion of the 
waveform being measured and multiply by the SEC/DIV setting.

To improve the accuracy of the estimate, position the display to take advan
tage of the 0.2 division minor graticule markings on the center graticule lines. 
Also position one of the measurement points of the waveform as precisely as 
possible on one of the major graticule marks to be used as a measurement 
reference point.
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1ST OR LEFT 
VERTICAL 

GRATICULE LINE

11TH OR RIGHT 
VERTICAL 

GRATICULE LINE

GRATICULE
LINE

6556-11

Figure 3-1. Graticule measurement markings.
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Readout Display
The crt readout display indicates how the instrument controls are set up. No 
physical markings are on the rotating switches and controi knobs to indicate 
the control setting. A key to the location and type of readout information 
displayed is illustrated in Figure 3-2.

MEASUREMENT NAME 
OR ERROR MESSAGE

INPUT COUPLING 
SYMBOLS

AC =
DC =

GND ~ f h

6373-10

Figure 3-2. Readout display locations.
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Connecting Input Signals

Grounding

The most reliable signal measurements are made when the 2252 and the unit 
under test are connected by a common reference (ground lead) in addition to 
the single lead or probe. The ground lead of the probe provides the best 
grounding method for signal interconnection and ensures the maximum 
amount of signal-lead shielding in the probe cable. A separate ground lead 
(with a banana plug) can also be connected from the unit under test to the 
2252 ground jack on the front pane!.

Probes

A probe provides the most convenient way to connect an input signal to the 
oscilloscope. The standard 10X probes supplied with the 2252 are shielded 
against electromagnetic interference and have a high input impedance for 
low circuit loading. The subminiature probe bodies are designed for probing 
circuitry with closely spaced leads.

SCALE FACTOR SWITCHING. The VOLTS/DIV scale factors, displayed on 
the crt, reflect the probe attenuation factor when Tektronix coded probes are 
used.

OPERATING CONSIDERATIONS. To get the best waveform fidelity, keep 
probe ground and signal leads as short as possible.

Misadjusted probe compensation can cause measurement error. Check and 
adjust probe compensation whenever a probe is moved to a different channel 
or oscilloscope. For the probe compensation adjustment procedure, see 
Section 4, Operator Checks and Adjustments.

For detailed operating considerations and probe maintenance, see the 
instruction sheet supplied with the probe.

Coaxial Cables

Signal input cable can greatly affect the accuracy of a displayed waveform. 
To maintain original frequency characteristics of the input signal, use only 
high-quality, low-loss coaxial cables. Coaxial cables must be terminated at 
both ends in their characteristic impedance to prevent signal reflections 
within the cable. Use suitable impedance-matching devices.
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Externa! Triggering

Any of the four vertical channels in the 2252 can be used as a source of A and 
B trigger signals. When you need a trigger signal source different from the 
one derived from displayed signals, you can use any free vertical input 
channel. CH 1 and CH 2 can condition a wide range of signals to produce 
triggers over the full vertical deflection range from millivolts to hundreds of 
volts. CH 3 and CH 4 have two basic attenuation factors {0.1 and 0.5 volts per 
division), making them especially useful for triggering on and viewing digital 
signal levels.

Auto Setup
Pressing the AUTO SETUP button automatically sets up the front-panel 
controls based on the characteristics of the applied signal. The voltage ampli- 
tude, sweep settings, trigger parameters, vertical and horizontal positioning, 
and trace intensities are preset to produce a usable waveform display. The 
waveform is horizontally centered and vertically positioned within the crt dis
play. The voltage and frequency characteristics of the input signal must be 
within the limits of the 2252 specifications given in Section 6.

Auto-setup action for each front-pane! control is shown in Appendix A.

Minimum Setup
Pressing and holding the AUTO SETUP button until the instrument returns to 
normal operation initiates the minimum-setup function. This automatically 
sets up the front-pane! controls but leaves many of the controls unchanged 
from what the user has set.

Minimum setup action for each front-panel control is shown in Appendix A,

Remote Control via the Communications
Port

i
When connected in a system with a host computer or system controller, the 
2252 can be operated by the controller. The front panel controls and measure
ments are accessible via the communications interface. Digitized waveforms 
and measurement results can be gathered by the remote controller for tong 
term data collection and /or analysis using system programming. The stan
dard communications interface is a GPIB (general purpose interface bus) for 
parallel byte-wide data transfer. The GPIB commands understood by the in
strument and programming hints are found in Appendix B.
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MENU SYSTEM OPERATION
This subsection provides operating details of the measurement menus, 
service menus, and Store/Recail Setup menus.

Pressing one of the menu call-up buttons causes a list of menu items to be 
displayed on the right-hand side of the crt beside a group of six Menu Item 
Select buttons (see Figure 3-3). Pressing the menu button next to a menu 
item on the display seiects that function (i.e., to another menu page, a 
measurement selection, a measurement source channel, service feature, 
store/recail setup features, or menu off). When a measurement mode, 
measurement source channel, or service feature in the menu list is selected, 
that label is underlined.

introduction

M EN U
-M E ASU R EM EN TS

-C U A R  AS M l EAST VU1 T 
DISPLAY CHANNEL M E A S M T M E T E R  VOLTSM E A S M T 'M E T E R  VOLTS T IM E T IM E R  SET

.... . . . . . ...  STORE/
CO UNTERARECALL HARD- i 

T IM E R  i SETUP COPY ;

■MENU 
-M E A S 'M T  ! 
-CURSO RS!

!

► MENU-SELECT BUTTONS

I
!

7837-07

Figure 3-3. Menu buttons,
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Normally, the menu display turns off after a measurement function is selected 
(if not configured to remain on), and the name and value of a selected 
measurement function appears in the top Sine of the crt readout. However, 
when it is possible to make more than one selection from the menu list (or if 
the menu is configured to remain on), the display menu will remain on for 
making further choices until the CLEAR DISPLAY button is pressed or MENU 
OFF selected (if a menu choice). The service menu can be turned off by 
selecting QUIT from the menu or pressing the CLEAR DISPLAY button.

Clearing the Menu and Cursors Display
The CLEAR DISPLAY button clears displayed menus, turns off measurement 
functions (including TRACK MEASMT cursors), and turns off the TRACK 
TRIG LVL and TRACK /b cursors. Depending on what menus and measure
ments are displayed at the time, you may have to press the CLEAR DISPLAY 
button as many as three times to completely clear the display.

If a menu is on, pressing the CLEAR DISPLAY will remove the menu and 
return the display to a normal operating mode. Measurement functions are 
turned off with the second press (or the first press if no menu is displayed). 
Finally, the TRACK TRIG LVL and TRACK/& cursors are canceled with a third 
press (or the first press if no menu is displayed and no measurement function 
is active).

Setting Measurement Channel
Press SET MEAS’MT CHANNEL button to call up one of the menus for setting 
the measurement channel(s).There are one-page menus available for volt
meter and rise/fail measurements and single-channel C/T measurements, 
and two-page menus for all the measurements that can have two different 
measurement channels. Each menu lists input channels that can be selected 
for the active measurement mode.

If the SET MEAS’MT CHANNEL button is pressed for an invalid mode, one of 
the following messages will be displayed in the top line for about two 
seconds. *

SELECT A MEASUREMENT—When no measurement mode is active.

NO MEAS CHANNEL NEEDED — When a selected measurement mode 
(such as cursor time) does not require a measurement channel setting.

When a SET MEAS’MT CHANNEL menu Is displayed, switching between A 
and ALT Horizontal MODES normally clears the menu and turns off the active 
measurement mode.
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Pressing a menu button next to a vertical channel number selects that choice 
as the source channel for the measurement. For Channel 1 or Channel 2 Volt
meter measurements, the selected source channel need not be displayed 
and is not automatically turned on when selected. It is possible therefore to 
view a Channel 1 display and have the Channel 2 voltage measurement value 
displayed by the readout (and vice versa).

When setting the measurement channel for |*- VOLTS -H or rh VOLTS-*1, or 
for RISE, FALL, PR6PDLY, or gated C/T measurements, or when setting 
delay-time and delta-time channels, a vertical channel that is selected In the 
menu is turned on if not previously selected and it remains displayed when 
deselected as the measurement source channel. Any vertical channel traces 
turned on that are not wanted in the display must be turned off using the 
Vertical MODE buttons.

The following illustrations show all the possible menus that may be called up 
when the SET MEAS’MT CHANNEL button is pressed depending on the 
measurement mode in effect.

{SET M EA S M T C H A N N E L) C H I  
CH 2

Voltmeter Measurement Channel Menu; also used 
to select RISE/FALL measurement source.

(SET C O UN TER C H A N N E L) C H I
CH 2
CH 3
CH4
ADD

Single-Channel C/T Measurement Channel Menu.

(S E T  DELAY TIM E CHAN NEL) C H I (S E T A T IM E  CHANNEL) C H I
C H 2 C H 2
C H 3 CH 3

' C H 4 CH 4
A D D ADD

(TO A C H A N N E L  M E N U ) (BA CK TO  DELAY CH AN NE L M ENU)

Delay-Time and Delta-Time Measurement Channel Menus.
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(SET S O U R C E / C H A N N E L) C H I (S E T /S O U R C E  C H A N N E L) C H I
CH 2 CH2
CH3 cm
CH4 CH 4
ADD ADD

(TO  /S O U R C E  C H A N N E L  M ENU) (BA CK TO SO UR CE/ C H A N N E L
M ENU)

Frequency Ratio Measurement Channel Menus.

(S E T S TA R T C H A N N E L) C H I (SET STO P CHAN NEL) C H I
CH2 C H 2
CH3 c m
CH 4 CH 4
ADD ADD

(TO  S T O P  C H A N N E L  M ENU) (BACK TO  START C H A N N E L  M EN U )

Propagation Delay Measurement Channel Menus.

Recalling the Last Measurement Mode
When an active measurement has been cleared, either by pressing the 
CLEAR DISPLAY button or changing the Horizontal MODE, it may be 

- reactivated without using the Measurement Menu to reselect it. Press LAST 
MEAS’MT to recall the last selected measurement mode if no measurement 
mode is active. The LAST MEAS’MT button may also be used to reinitialize an 
active measurement mode. A press of the button cancels the active measure
ment and then recalls it in its initialized state. This feature is useful for return
ing VOLTS cursors and, under some conditions, TIME cursors or delays to 
their initialized positions after they have been adjusted away.

The measurement channel for VOLTMETER, CURSOR VOLTS, and RISE or 
FALL measurement modes is set to CH 1, if CH 1 is displayed, otherwise to 
CH 2. If neither CH 1 nor CH 2 is displayed, CH 1 will be turned on and wit! be 
the measurement channel.

The measurement channel for single-channel C/T measurements is set to 
the lowest number displayed channel (can be C H I, CH2, CH3, CH4, or ADD).

Measurement channels forTIME measurement modes (ALT and B Horizontal 
modes) and dual-channel C/T measurements are set to the lowest number 
displayed channel for the delay time (or B source 1), and the next lowest num
ber displayed channel for the delta-delay time, (or B source 2} if more than 
one channel is displayed. Both are set to the same channel when only one is 
displayed. CHI is considered the lowest numbered channel, and ADD is con
sidered the highest numbered channel
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NOTE

The fast measurement is initialized to K- SEC -M st power on when 
the memory-backup battery is dead or has just been replaced. If 
the battery is dead, refer the instrument to a qualified service per
son to have it replaced.

Channel 1 and Channel 2 Voltmeter
Press VOLTMETER CH1/CH2 button to display the first page of menu 
choices. The selected measurement mode is shown by an underlined menu 
item. Tracking cursors (measurement, ground, or trigger level) may be dis
played to show the measurement points on the displayed signal (see Con
ditions for Cursor Display).

If a single channel (CH 1 or CH 2) is selected for display, it becomes the 
default measurement source channel. When neither channel is being dis
played when a Voltmeter measurement is selected, or recalled by the LAST 
MEAS’MT button, CH 1 is turned on as the default channel. If both CH 1 and 
CH 2 are being displayed, the default measurement source channel upon 
each initialization is also CH 1. Use the SET MEAS’MT CHANNEL function to 
assign CH 2 as the measurement channel. Turn off the CH 1 display if CH 2 is 
the desired default measurement source channel. If both CH 1 and CH 2 are 
turned off while the Voltmeter measurement is active, the error message 
VOLTMETER SOURCE: CH 1 OR 2 ONLY will be displayed and the voltmeter 
measurement will be canceled.

Only one active measurement is allowed at a time. The name of the active 
measurement and measured value are displayed at the top of the screen. A : 
measurement is canceled with no message when the Horizontal Mode is 
changed to a mode incompatible with the active measurement mode. See 
Table 3-1 in Behavior for Horizontal MODE Changes for compatibie modes.

if a + PEAK, -PEAK, or PK-PK Volts measurement is selected when hori
zontal mode is either ALT or B, Cursor Knob Allocation Menu 1 is displayed.

MEAS
DELAY

Cursor Knob Allocation Menu 1.
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if MEAS is selected from this menu, the Voltmeter measurement is performed 
on an area of the A sweep that is intensified by the B sweep display. The Volt
meter measurement is, in effect, gated by the B sweep, with the gating interval 
starting approximately at B sweep start ± (0.5 division + 20 ns) and ending 
approximately 11 divisions from B sweep start. If measurement tracking cur
sors are enabled, they will track with the B sweep display. The |<~ OR DELAY 
TIME knob will control the B delayed sweep position, even though the DELAY 
time is not displayed. When a Volts measurement is selected when B Trigger 
MODE is not RUNS AFTER, an error message USE RUNS-AFTER-DELAY 
TRIG MODE will be displayed, and the Volts measurement will not start up. If 
B Trigger MODE is changed while a Volts measurement is running, the Volt
meter measurement is canceled, without a message, and the DELAY 
measurement runs.

If DELAY is selected, the k- OR DELAY TIME knob will control the B delayed 
sweep position* and the DELAY measurement runs, displaying the delay time 
value in the top line of the readout.

If horizontal mode is changed to A when the above menu is displayed, the 
menu will disappear, but the selected Volts measurement will continue run
ning, with the measurement tracking cursors tracking the A sweep {as in the 
normal, nongated version of the Volts measurement).

(VOLTMETER) DC (VOLTS PG 2) GATED + P E A K
+  PEAK G A T E D -P E A K
-PEA K GATED P K -P K
P K -P K

SELF CAL
(TO GATED M EA S M T MEMO) (B A C K  TO PR EVIO US M ENU)

Voltmeter and Gated Voltmeter Selection Menus.

Voltmeter Measurements Page 1

D C -M easures the average DC level of the measurement channel 
waveform.

+ PEAK—Measures the most positive (screen-relative) voltage in the 
applied waveform, * •

-PEAK —Measures the most negative (screen-relative) voltage in the 
1 applied waveform.

PK-PK ™ Measures the peak-to-peak voltage of the applied waveform.

SELF C A L —Characterizes the hardcopy and performs a self charac
terization of the vertical system. Before characterizing the hardcopy, 
remove the input signals from CH 3 and CH 4. SELF CAL may be 
performed at any time.
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With the selection of SELF CAL, the message CALIBRATE DIGITIZER? 
is displayed. When YES is selected, the SELF CAL HARDCOPY proce
dure is displayed for the user. At the completion of the SELF CAL 
HARDCOPY procedure, theSELF CAL VOLTMEASUREMENTSroutine 
is run. To run only the SELF CAL VOLT MEASUREMENTS routine, select 
NO. The SELF CAL HARDCOPY procedure characterized channels 1,2, 
3, and 4, and horizontal position. The SELF CAL VOLT MEASURE
MENTS does a self-characterization of the vertical channels 1 and 2. 
Suggested times are: after a warmup period, whenever the ambient 
operating temperature changes by ± 15°C, and just priorto making any 
hardcopies or voltmeter measurements requiring the best possible 
accuracy.

{TO GATED MEASMT MENU)—Selects the gated-measurement 
menu.

Voltmeter Measurements Page 2, Gated Measurements
The oscilloscope must be properly triggered for gated measurements. If 
there is no trigger signal in NORM Trigger MODE, the message LO REPRATE 
- STILL TRYING will be displayed. If there Is no trigger signal in AUTO LEVEL 
or AUTO Trigger MODE, the readout value will be unstable and meaningless.

Gated Voltmeter measurements are made within the gated (intensified) 
region on the displayed waveform. The position of the gated zone is set using 
theN- OR DELAY TIME control, and the width is set using the-H control. Gated 
measurements are not allowed In SGL SEG Trigger MODE; active gated 
measurements will be canceled if SGL SEQ Trigger MODE is selected. If a 
gated voltage measurement is selected after switching to SGL SEG TRIG
GER MODE, the message NOT ALLOWED IN SSEQ is displayed for about 
two seconds.

GATED + PEAK—Measures the most positive (screen-relative) voltage 
, in the gated (Intensified) portion of the waveform.

GATED -PEAK—Measures the most negative (screen-relative) voltage 
in the gated (intensified) portion of the waveform.

GATED P K -P K — Measures the peak-to-peak voltage In the gated 
(intensified) portion of the waveform.

(BACK TO PREVIOUS MENU) —Returns the first page of the Voltmeter 
menu.

Cursor Volts Measurements
Press CURSOR VOLTS to display the measurement choices of menu 1. 
Select (TO AUTO TRACKING MENU) to obtain the auto tracking 
SmartCursor® choices.
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(CU RSO R VOLTS) k *  VO LTS "H (C U R S O R S  -  PG 2) TRACK M EASM T

ib v o l t s -~ H TRACK TR IO  LVL
TRACK fh

SELF CAL T IM E  M EASM TS
(B A C K  TO  PREVIO US M ENU )

(TO  AUTO  TR A C K IN G  M EN U ) (MENU O FF)

Cursors VOLTS and Auto Tracking Menus.

Ifk- VOLTS -H or fh  VOLTS-H is selected when the Horizontal MODE is either 
ALT or B, Cursor Knob Allocation Menu 2 is displayed, and the measurement 
is performed on the 8 sweep display.

If fa- —N is selected in the Cursor Knob Allocation menu, thek- OR DELAY 
TIME knob will control the k- Volts cursor position and the ~H knob will control 
the-H Volts cursor position in thek- VOLTS-*! measurement; the -H knob will 
control the -H Volts cursor position in the rh VOLTS-H measurement (the 
k- OR DELAY TIME knob has no effect).

k -  -H
DELAY

Cursor Knob Allocation Menu 2.

If DELAY is selected, the DELAY measurement runs, displaying the delay 
time value in the top line of the readout; the k- OR DELAY TIME knob will 
control B delayed sweep position, and the -H knob has no effect, Ifk- -H is 
reselected, the previously selected Cursor Volts measurement is restarted.

If the Horizontal MODE is changed to A when the above menu is displayed, 
the menu will disappear, but the selected Volts cursor measurement will 
continue.

J-

H- VOLTS-H — Measures the equivalent voltage difference between two 
horizontal cursors in either A Horizontal MODE orX-Y Horizontal MODE. 
Both cursors are positioned by the I*- OR DELAY TIME control and the 
delta cursor is positioned by the -H control. When the VOLTS cursors 
measurement is first turned on (or recalled as a last measurement 
mode), the peak voltages of the source channel signal are measured, 
and one SmartCursor® is placed at the most positive peak and the other 
is placed at the most negative peak.
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rh  VOLTS-*! —Measures the equivalent voltage between the inde
pendent cursor and ground. A ground tracking cursor marks the ground 
position of the selected waveform display in either A Horizontat MODE or 
X-Y Horizontal MODE. The ground tracking cursor follows the ground 
levei of the source channel waveform as it is positioned vertically. When 
initialized, the independent SmartCursor® is placed on the most 
positive signal peak.

(TO AUTO TRACKING MENU)—Select the tracking cursor choices of 
page 2.

Alt of the tracking cursor selections may be underlined, but only two cursors 
(of either type—tracking or measurement} may be displayed at a time. If 
TRACK MEASMT is selected and a Channel 1 or Channel 2 Voltmeter 
measurement is active, the TRACK rh  cursor is not displayed when TRACK 
TRIG LVL is also active, if the measurement-tracking cursor is turned off, the 
ground tracking cursor will return to the display.

The CLEAR DISPLAY button may be used to turn off the MENU, MEASURE- 
M ENT, and TRACK TRIG LVL and TRACK rh cursors in a priority scheme of 
three levels. MENUfirst, MEASUREMENT second,and TRACKTRIGLVLand 
TRACK rh  cursor last. The highest level being displayed is turned off each 
time the CLEAR DISPLAY button is pressed.

TRACK MEASMT-Press to enable or disable the Channel 1 or 
Channel 2 Voltmeter measurement-tracking cursors (SmartCursors® 
that show the waveform-measurement points). The state of the TRACK 
MEASMT feature does not affect the positionable fh  VOLTS “ H cursor 
operation. The CLEAR MENU button will not turn off the TRACK 
MEASMT feature; it only turns off the present display of the TRACK 
MEASMT cursor when it turns off the active measurement mode. The 
next time a Channel 1 or Channel 2 VOLTMETER measurement mode is 
selected, the TRACK MEASMT cursor or cursors will again be displayed.

TRACK TRIG LVL—Press to enable or disable the Trigger Level tracking 
cursor. See Conditions for Cursors Display in this section for conditions 
required to display the Trigger Level tracking cursors.

TR AC K/* — Press to enable or disable the ground level tracking cursor. 
The TR AC K/* cursor follows the Vertical MODE in that it follows the low
est displayed channel of either CH 1 or CH 2.

SELF CAL TIME MEASMTS—Seif characterizes the horizontal system. 
SELF CAL may be performed at any time. Suggested times are: after a
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warmup period, whenever the ambient operating temperature changes 
by+15 0 C, and just prior to making any time measurements requiring the 
best possible accuracy.

(BACK TO PREVIOUS MENU) —Returns the first page of the Cursors 
menu.

(MENU OFF) — Clears the menu from the display.

Time Menus
Press the TIME button to call up the time measurement choices. A selected 
TIME measurement mode is underscored when the menu is displayed. Only 
one active measurement at a time is allowed. Making a selection removes the 
menu (unless SERVICE mode CONFIGURE menu is set to keep menu on 
when measurement selected). The selected measurement type and value are 
displayed at the top of the screen.

In A Horizontal MODE, cursors are always used to make k- SEC -H, 
k~ 1 /SEC -H, and le* PHASE -M measurements. If one of these three measure
ments is selected while in ALT horizontal mode, the C/T will be used to 
measure the time difference from the reference delay (A sweep start to B
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sweep start), to the delta delay {A sweep start to B delta sweep start); intensi
fied zones appear in the A sweep trace in ALT horizontal mode to indicate 
these time intervals. The k- OR DELAY TIME controi knob positions both 
delay times (reference and delta) together, and the ~H control knob positions 
the independent delta delay.

in i«- SEC ~H, k* 1 /SEC -M, and k~ PHASE -H measurements made in ALT 
Horizontal MODE (and when C/T is used in B Horizontal MODE), ail BTrigger 
modes may be selected, and couplings, levels, and slopes may be 
controlled. B Trigger SOURCE LEDs are turned off (use the SET MEAS’MT 
CHANNEL menu to alter the measurement channels). The B Trigger light, 
remains off during C/T measurements. However, indication of proper trig
gering is shown with a steadily blinking Ct character in the top line of the 
readout, in k* PHASE -X in A Horizontal MODE, if 360° TRACKS A TRIG 
PERIOD is used, the Ct character stays on continuously (no blinking), the A 
Trigger light indicates when a proper A Trigger is obtained, if a proper external 
frequency reference source is plugged into the rear-pane! EXT COUNTER/ 
TIMER TiMEBASE INPUT connector, the Ct character will have the ET char
acter above it.

k- SEC ~H — Press to measure the equivalent time difference between 
the two vertical cursors displayed in the A Horizontal MODE or the two 
time delays in ALT or B Horizontal mode. The position of both cursors or 
both delays is controlled by thek- OR DELAYTIME control; the position 
of the delta cursor or the delta delay is controlled by the -4! control. The 
measured time difference between the two cursors or delays is dis
played in the crt readout. When Horizontal MODE is ALT or B, the C/T is 
used to measure the time interval between the two delays (cursors can 
be used in B Horizontal MODE). When the C/T is used, ail B trigger 
modes are available (the selected mode is the same for both B delay and 
B delta triggers).

If the Horizontal MODE is X-Y, pressing thek- SEC button causes the 
message USE A ALT OR B MODE to be displayed for two seconds. 
Changing the Horizontal MODE to X-Y after k- SEC -X has been acti
vated will cancel the measurement with no message.

k- 1/SEC-X —Measures the time difference in frequency units (hertz) 
between the cursor positions in A Horizontal MODE or between the 
delay-time setting and the delta-delay time setting in either ALT or B 
Horizontal MODE. When Horizontal MODE is ALT or B, the C/T 
measures the delta time interval and displays the equivalent frequency 
(cursors can be used in B Horizontal MODE). When the C/T is used, all B 
Trigger modes are available, as in k* SEC -X. Measurement points are 
the left ends of the two intensified zones in ALT Horizonta! MODE.
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k- p h a s e d  —Calls up a lower level menu for phase measurement 
operation.

Cursor positioning for delay and delta time setting are identical to the 
K- SEC -4) mode. The value displayed for the phase-measurement 
readout has units of degrees and is caiculated by the following formula:

Phase (in degrees) (time difference) 
(reference time) X 360

When selecting the k~ PHASE -M measurement, a second menu is 
displayed to permit the user to set the 360 degree phase measurement 
reference.

k- phase-H
H -  SE T 360 M )  

3 6 0 °  TRACKS A TR IG  P E ftiO D

Phase Measurement Set Reference menu.

Select k- p h a s e  ~4( to continue with the phase measurement If the cur
rent reference setting is correct. When Horizontal MODE is ALT or B, the 
C/T measures the time difference between the two delays to calculate 
phase (cursors may be used in B Horizontal MODE). When the C/T is 
used, at) B Trigger modes are available, as in k - SEC -H and 
k- 1 /SEC -4) (the selected mode is the same for both B delay and B delta 
triggers).

To set a new reference manually, press k- SET 360 and position the 
cursors to the new reference value using the k- OR DELAY TIME and -H 
control knobs. After setting the new reference, press k~ phase  to 
continue the phase measurement.

if 360° TRACKS A TRIG PERIOD is selected (underlined), the C/T will 
ignore the fixed reference (set w ithk- SET 360° -H) and automatically 
measure the A trigger period for each phase measurement cycle, and 
use this as the 360 degree reference. This feature is useful when phase 
measurements are being performed on signals of varying frequency, 
and/or highest possible measurement accuracy is desired. The 360° 
TRACKS A TRIG PERIOD function toggles on or off each time its button 
is pushed, and can be used while making phase measurements in either 
A Horizontal MODE (using cursors) or ALT or B Horizontal MODES.
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If K~ SEC -*!, k~ 1 /SEC -H , or H- p h a s e  -4| measurement is selected while 
in B Horizontal MODE, Cursor Knob Allocation menu 2 (shown previously in 
this section under Cursor Volts Measurements) is displayed, and the user can 
choose one of two possible modes {the selected measurement will start up 
using the previously selected mode):

If k- —»(is selected in this menu, the cursor knobs will control the two 
time cursor positions as in A horizontal mode, except that these cursor 
positions are scaled to the 8 sweep time/div setting. The k~ OR DELAY 
TIME control knob positions both cursors (reference and delta) together, 
and the control knob positions the independent delta cursor.

If DELAY is selected, the C/T is used to measure the time intervals, as 
explained above for ALT horizontal mode (except that no intensified 
zones are displayed in B horizontal mode). The k-OR DELAYTIME con
trol knob positions both delay times (reference and delta) together, and 
the ~H control knob positions the independent delta delay.

If horizontal mode is changed from B back to ALT when Cursor Knob 
Allocation menu 2 is displayed, this menu will disappear, and the 
measurement will continue, using the C/T to make the measurement.

The following error messages are possible for k- SEC -M, k- i /SEC - * | , 
and k- PHASE -H, in the modes where the C/T is used:

Message Reason

NO A SWEEP No A sweep was detected after timeout 
(ALT or B Horizontal MODE).

NO B SWEEP No B sweeps were detected at alt (ALT or 
8 Horizontal MODE).

NO B TRIG No triggered B delay sweep was detected (ALT or 
B Horizontal MODE).

NO B A  TRIG No triggered B delta sweep was detected 
(ALT o rB  Horizontal MODE).

NO A TRIG No A trigger detected after timeout (PHASE in 
A Horizontal MODE with 360° tracking enabled).

> 10GHz 1/delta time value greater than 10 gigahertz.

<0.01 Hz 1/deita time vatue less than 0.01 hertz (timeout 
disabled).
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> 100s Delta time value greater than 100 seconds {timeout
disabled).

A PER > 100s A trigger period greater than 100 seconds
(PHASE with 360° tracking enabled, timeout 
disabled).

(TO RISE/FALL M ENU)- selects the rise/fall measurement menu. In 
this menu, the top two items are the actual measurements. Only one of 
these two may be selected at a time. When a measurement Is selected, 
the peaks of the signal are automatically measured, the trigger levels are 
set {as described below), and the measurement starts.

r i s e

FALL 
TR IO  1 0 -9 0  
TR IO  2 0 -8 0  

K " SET R E F -H  
TRACK PEAKS

Rise/Fall menu.

The next two menu items determine how the rise/fall trig levels are set; 
only one of these two may be selected (underlined when selected). 
When TRIG 10-90 is selected, the rise or fall measurement will trigger at 
the 10% and 90% points between the positive and negative peaks of the 
waveform. Selecting TRIG 20-80 will cause the measurement to use the 
20% and 80% points.

The |«- SET REF-H item toggles on (underlined) or off each time its but
ton is pushed. When on, the k- 0% and 100%-+) cursors will appear for 
manual adjustment of the rise/fall reference levels. When toggled back 
off again, the rise/fall measurement will resume, using these new levels 
to calculate and set the 10%-90% (or 2G%-80%) trigger levels.

RISE measures the rise time of either CH 1 or CH 2. When this measure
ment is first selected, the peaks of the signal are measured and stored as 
the 0% and 100% reference levels. Then the 10% and 90% trigger levels 
are calculated and set from the reference levels, and the time interval is 
measured and displayed. During RISE/FALL measurements, all B Trig
ger mode, source, and coupling LEDs are turned off, and these parame
ters may not be set. The B Trigger level may not be adjusted; when A is 
selected, the usual modes, slopes, couplings, and level may be con
trolled. B Trigger SLOPE is also not settable. B SLOPE LED will be on if 
doing a RISE measurement and off if doing a FALL measurement.
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FALL measurements are the same as RISE, except that the fall time is 
measured.

The following error messages are possible during RISE and FALL 
measurements:

Message 

NO A SWEEPf

Reason

No A sweep was detected after timeout.

NO START No start trigger was detected.

NO STOP No stop trigger was detected.

NO RISE No rising edge was seen by C/T during a rise time 
measurement, after timeout.

NO FALL No falling edge was seen by C/T during a fall time 
measurement, after timeout.

> 100s Time interval greater than 100 seconds (timeout 
disabled).

CHANGE A 
CPLG

A Trigger CPLG set to NOISE REJ (not allowed, 
because this would cause incorrect measurement 
triggering).

INCREASE
SIGNAL
AMPLITUDE

Source signal’s pk-pk amplitude is too low 
for accurate rise/fali measurement; should be at 
least 4 divisions.

MEASSOURCE 
INPUT IS 
GROUNDED

This message is shown if the source 
coupling is set to GND.

MEAS SOURCE 
VAR OUT OF 
DETENT

Trigger levels cannot be computed correctly 
unless attenuator is calibrated.

NOTE

For RISE and FALL measurement, if the measurement channel is 
the same as the A Trigger channel, the A Trigger level Is auto
matically adjusted to try to guarantee that the measurement will 
trigger properly, as follows:

If A Trigger SLOPE Is ~f~ and measurement is RISE, A 
Trigger level Is set near the 10% level (as determined 
by the RISE measurement's peak acquisition).
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if A Trigger SLOPE is "V  and measurement is FALL, A 
Trigger level is set near the 90% level (as determined 
by the FALL measurement's peak acquisition).

If A Trigger SLOPE is " V  and measurement is RISE or if 
A Trigger SLOPE is ~ r  and measurement is FALL, A 
Trigger level Is set near the SO% level.

if  the RISE/FALL measurement’s peak acquisition should set the 
10% and 90% levels incorrectly (for example, if  the signal being 
measured has severe overshoot), the A Trigger level may be set in
correctly as well, causing loss of A sweep. If this happens when A 
Trigger MODE is AUTO LEVEL, the A sweep will be regained but the 
RISE/FALL measurement may not be triggering properly. In1 this 
case (if the signal overshoot isn't too bad), the k- SET REF-M func
tion can be selected to manually set the 0% and 100% levels.

NOTE

RISE and FALL time measurements may have trouble triggering on 
signals that are around 50 MHz or higher. If this happens, try 
changing A Trigger SLOPE and/or A Trigger LEVEL.

TRIG 10-90 is the default when RISE or FALL Is first called up. When 
selected, the C/T will set the trigger levels at the 10% and 90% points 
between the 0% and 100% reference levels.

TRIG 20-80 may be selected after a RISE or FALL measurement has 
been started up. When selected, the trigger levels are recomputed for the 
20% and 80% points between the 0% and 100% reference levels. 
Selecting either TRIG 10-90 or TRIG 20-80 does not cause another peak 
acquisition to occur. Instead, the old 0% and 100% reference levels are 
used.

M- SET REF-H may only be selected after a rise or fall measurement has 
been started up. When selected, the RISE/FALL measurement halts, the 
message ADJUST REF CURSORS is displayed, and the k- 0% and 
100% -H cursors appear. The k» and -*| cursor-positioning knobs may 
then be adjusted until the desired 0% and 100% reference levels are set. 
To restart the RISE/FALL measurement, either press the k- SET REF -H 
menu button again or press the RISE or FALL menu button. The new 
10%/9Q% {or 20%/80%) levels will be calculated and set, and the RISE/ 
FALL measurement will continue.
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TRACK PEAKS, when selected, will automatically track the waveform 
peaks and adjust the A Trigger level. Selecting k-SET REF-»i will turn 
TRACK PEAKS mode off.

(TO PROP DELAY MENU)—selects the propagation delay menu. Inthis 
menu, PROPDLY is the actual measurement.

FR O P D IY  
SE T ZERO  REF

Propagation Delay menu.

PROPDLY measures propagation deiay between two trigger sources. 
When first selected, the peaks of each B Trigger source are acquired and 
the trigger levels are set; then the measurement starts. BTrigger MODE is 
not settable, and the B Trigger MODE LEDs are turned off, as are the B 
Trigger SOURCE LEDs. B Trigger SLOPE and CPLG are settable. B 
Trigger LEVEL may be set manually after the measurement starts. The 
triggering range is the same as in B NORM Trigger MODE. The following 
error messages are possible;

Message 

NO A SWEEP 

NO START 

NO STOP 

> 100s

Reason

No A sweep was detected after timeout.

No start trigger was detected.

No stop trigger was detected.

Time interval greater than 100 seconds {timeout 
disabled).

SET ZERO REF is a measurement modifier that toggles on (underlined) 
or off whenever this menu item button is pushed. When turned on, am 
initial propagation measurement is made by the C/T, and saved as a zero 
reference. Thereafter (until toggled off), ail propagation delay measure
ments will have this zero reference value subtracted from them. This is 
useful for zeroing out delay mismatches between channels and probes.
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NOTE

For PROPDLY measurement, if the START measurement channel is 
the same as the A Trigger channel, than A Trigger level is auto
matically adjusted to try to guarantee that the measurement will 
trigger properly, as follows:

If A Trigger SLOPE is the same as the measurement’s 
B START slope, the A Trigger level is set near the 6 
START trigger level.

If A Trigger SLOPE is and B START SLOPE is - T ,  or
if A Trigger SLOPE is - T  and B START SLOPE is "Y_, A 
Trigger level is set near the 50% level.

(TO TIMER CONTROL MENU) — selects a menu that allows resolution 
magnifiers to be selected for the C/T-based versions of the time 
measurements. Only one of the three resolution magnifiers may be 
selected at a time. The selected resolution magnifier gets underlined. 
See the C/T Control Menu discussion for a description of resolution 
magnifier operation.

(T IM E R  C O N T R O L) AUTO  RESOL 
X1G RESOL  

X I 00 RESOL  
C /T  TR IG  TIM EO UT

(BACK TO T IM E  MENU)

Timer Control menu.

Each press of the C/T TRIG TIMEOUT item button toggles this function 
on and off. Timeout mode gets underlined when it is toggled on. Toggling 
timeout mode in this menu also changes it in the (C/T CONTROL) menu. 
The (TIMER CONTROL} menu stays up, unless (BACK TO TIME MENU) 
is selected. See the C/T Control Menu discussion for the description of 
this function. ,

Counter/Timer
Press the COUNTER TIMER button to call up the C/T measurement choices.

In the (CTR/TiMER) menu, selecting a measurement will cause the menu to 
disappear (if menus are configured to clear after selection). Selecting 
TOTALIZE causes the totalize RESET label to appear by the top menu item
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button (if menus are configured to disappear). While the totalize 
measurement is running, the RESET label will stay on screen in the absence 
of any other menu. Canceling the totalize measurement will also cancel the 
RESET label. The RESET function is momentary, so the label never gets 
underlined. If another menu is called up then canceled, the RESET label 
reappears.

C/T Measurement Menu Page 1

(CTR/TSM ER) FRFQ RESET

PE R IO D
W ID TH

TO TA LIZE
FREQ RATIO

(TO  OATED M E A S M T M EN U )

Cotmter/Timer Menu. Totalize Reset Menu.

For these measurements, all B trigger modes operate as usual for triggering 
the C/T. B source LEDs are turned off. The measurement source channels can 
be altered in the SET MEAS’MTCHANNEL menu. Ail B coupling modes may 
be used, and B slope may be changed to control which edge polarity triggers 
the C/T. The B trigger light remains off during C/T measurements. However, 
indication of proper triggering is shown with a steadily blinking Ct character 
in the top line of the readout. If an external frequency reference source is 
plugged into the rear-panel EXT C/T REFERENCE INPUT BNC, the a  char
acter will have the ET character above it.

In TOTALIZE, the Ct character stays on continuously, and B AUTO LEVEL 
MODE only works when measurement is first selected. After that, no indi
cation is given if B trigger is lost. However, B AUTO LEVEL MODE may be 
reseiected to acquire a new trigger level.

FREQ — Measures the frequency of the selected source channel.

PERIOD -  Measures the period of the selected source channel.

WIDTH—Measures the width of the selected source channel.

TOTALIZE — Displays a running count of trigger edges from the selected
source channel.

NOTE

The totalize count is reset to zero whenever a front panel 
switch/button is movedlpushed.
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The following error messages may be displayed for the C/T measurements:

Message Reason(s)

NO B TRIG No start trig was detected after timeout. 
No stop trig was detected after timeout.

< 0.01Hz Frequency of measured signal less than 0.01 Hertz 
(timeout disabled).

> 100s Period or width of measured signal greater than 100 
seconds (timeout disabled).

>999999999 Totalize count greater than 999999999.

FREQ RATIO—Measures the frequencies of the two source channels and 
displays their ratio. Possible error messages:

Message Reason(s)

NO CHx TRIG No start trig was detected after timeout, while trying 
to measure chx frequency.

No stop trig was detected after timeout, while trying 
to measure chx frequency.

NO CHy TRIG No start trig was detected after timeout, white trying 
to measure chy frequency.

No stop trig was detected after timeout, while trying 
to measure chy frequency.

CHx <0.01 Hz Frequency of chx signal less than 0.01 Hertz 
(timeout disabled).

CHy <0.01 Hz Frequency of chy signal less than 0.01 Hertz 
timeout disabled).

> 99999999 Frequency ratio greater than 99999999.

(TO GATED MEASMT MENU) -  Causes (CTR/TIMER PG 2) menu to appear.

Gated C/T Measurement Menu Page 2

When the (CTR/TiMER PG 2} menu is up, selecting a measurement win start 
the measurement, but leave the menu up. The selected measurement item is 
underlined.

GATED FREQ — Measures the frequency of that portion of the selected 
source channel that appears inside the intensified zone.
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GATED PERIOD -  Measures the period of that portion of the selected 
source channel that appears inside the intensified zone.

GATED WIDTH —Measures the width of that portion of the selected 
source channel that appears inside the intensified zone.

GATED EVENTS -  Displays an averaged count of the number of trigger 
edges from the source channel that occur inside the intensified zone.

These error messages are possible for gated measurements, in addition to 
those shown above for the nongated versions:

Message Reason(s)

NO A TRIG No A sweep was detected after timeout,
in gated measurements.

> 999999999 Gated event count greater than 999999999.

(TO C/T CONTROL MENU)-Causes {C/T CONTROL) menu to 
appear.

(C TR /T IM E H  PG 2) OATEO FREQ (C /T CO NTRO L) IN TE N S IFY  GATE
G ATED PERiOD IN TE N S IFY  CTR

G ATED W ID TH AUTO  RESO L
G ATED EVENTS X I 0 RESO L

{BACK TO  PR EV IO U S M EN U ) X I 00 RESO L
(TO  C /T  C O N TR O L M EN U ) C /T  TR IG  T IM E O U T

Gated C/T Menu. C/T Control Menu.

C/T Control Menu

(Descriptions are applicable for timer control menu aiso; however, INTEN
SIFY GATE and INTENSIFY CTR are not available in that menu.)

The C/T control menu contains measurement modifier functions that can 
increase the versatility of C/T measurements. The first two menu items are 
applicable only to gated C/T measurements. Only one of these two itemscan 
be selected at a time.
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INTENSIFY GATE-When a C/T measurement is first called up, this 
item is selected by default. When selected, an intensified zone will 
appear on the A sweep display of the channel that the C/T is measuring. 
The position and width of this intensified zone can be altered in the same 
manner as in gated Volts measurements. The C/T will only measure trig
ger edges that occur somewhere inside this zone.

INTENSIFY CTR—When this is selected, the gate signal generated by 
the C/T hardware will control the position and width of the intensified 
zone, thus providing an unambiguous display of what the C/T is actually 
measuring.

The next three menu items allow the selection of a resolution magnifier. Only 
one of the three may be selected at a time. All C/T measurements except 
FREQ RATIO and TOTALIZE can utilize resolution magnifiers. A C/T 
measurement must have been previously selected before a resolution mag
nifier selection will have any effect.

AUTO RESOL—This is the default setting when a C/T measurement is 
first called up. The C/T uses a fixed measurement time interval {approxi
mately 320 milliseconds, or 1 period of the trigger signal, whichever is 
larger, for single channel measurements; approximately 600 milli
seconds for dual channel measurements). The resolution of the 
measurement is then calculated, and as many fully-resolved digits as 
possible are displayed.

X I0 RE SOL—When selected, the C/T will make one trial measurement 
using the fixed measurement time interval, and calculate and display as 
many fully-resolved digits as possible. Based on the results of this 
measurement, it is determined whether or not another digit of resolution 
is possible. It is possible if:

1. The number of digits displayed afterthe trial measurement isat least 
1 less than the maximum number of digits disptayabie for that 
measurement, and:

2. If PERIOD measurement, the units of the least-significant digit 
(LSD) are larger than 100 attoseconds {100 x io  -  ,8sec), or if any 
other time-interval measurement, the units of the LSD are larger 
than 1 picosecond ( io - 1£sec).

If it is not possible, the message NOT POSSIBLE — > is displayed to the 
left of the X10 RESOL menu label for approximately one second, then the 
X10 RESOL label is deselected and the AUTO RESOL label is selected 
(underlined), and the measurement proceeds in auto resolution mode.
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If the selected mode is possible, the measurement time interval required 
to get one more fully-resolved digit is calculated. If this time is greater 
than 5 seconds, the message MEASMT TIME XXXXs is displayed to the 
left of the X10 RESOL label, where XXXX is this measurement time inter
val in seconds. If this time interval is greater than 9999 seconds, the mes
sage MEASMT TIME >9999s is displayed instead. The measurement 
then proceeds using this new measurement time interval.

X I00 RESOL—When selected, the C(T will make one trial measurement 
using the fixed measurement time interval, and calculate and display as 
many fully-resolved digits as possible. Based on the results of this 
measurement, it is determined whether or not two more digits of reso
lution are possible, it is possible if:

1. The number of digits displayed after the trial measurement is at least 
2 less than the maximum number of digits displayable for that 
measurement, and:

2. If PERIOD measurement, the units of the least-significant digit 
{LSD} are larger than 1 femtosecond (1 X 10" 55sec), or if any other 
time-interval measurement, the units of the LSD are larger than 10 
picoseconds {10 X 10 ~12sec).

If it is not possible, the message NOT POSSIBLE — > isdlsplayed to the 
left of the X100 RESOL menu label for approximately one second, then 
the X100 RESOL label is deselected and the X10 RESOL label is 
selected {underlined), if the trial measurement results do not allow X10 
RESOL mode either, NOT POSSIBLE— > is displayed by the X I0 
RESOL label for one second, the mode is automatically switched to 
AUTO RESOL, and the measurement proceeds in auto resolution mode, 
if X10 RESOL mode is possible, the measurement will proceed as 
described above for X I0 RESOL mode.

If X100 RESOL mod© is possible, the measurement time interval 
required to get two more fully resolved digits is calculated. If this time is 
greater than 5 seconds, the message MEASMT TIME XXXXs is 
displayed to the left of the X100 RESOL label, where XXXX is this 
measurement time interval in seconds. If thistime interval is greater than 
9999 seconds, the message MEASMT TIME > 9999s is displayed 
instead. The measurement then proceeds using this new measurement 
time interval.

C/T TRIG TIMEOUT—This is the iast item intheC/T control menu. Each 
time the menu button for this item is pressed, the item is either selected 
(underlined) or deselected (not underlined). When selected (the default
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setting when a C/T measurement is first catted up) the C/T wit! wait for 
approximately 400 milliseconds to receive a start trigger, or, if a start 
trigger has been received, the C/T will wait that long for a stop trigger 
(C/T measurements start and stop synchronously with the trigger signal 
being measured). If the C/T times out while waiting for a trigger edge, an 
appropriate error message is displayed (see earlier section on C/T error 
messages). To measure a signal with a duration longer than 400 milli
seconds, C/T TRIG TIMEOUT can be toggled off. This allows signals to 
be measured that have durations up to 100 seconds (actually, 99.999999 
seconds).

Conditions for Cursors Display
The following information is an aid in understanding the order in which the 
menu measurement cursors are displayed.

Measurement Cursors

One or two measurement cursors may be displayed if any one of the following 
conditions is met:

VOLTMETER CH1/CH2—TRACK MEASMT is underlined and 
measurement source channel is on and the VOLTS/DIV VAR control in 
detent,

CURSOR VOLTS—Measurement source channel must be on and 
VOLTS/DIV VAR control in detent.

TiME—Horizontal MODE is in A or Horizontal MODE is ALT or B and 
K- is selected.

Track Trig Lvi Cursors

If less than two cursors are currently displayed, trigger level cursor(s) for the B 
Trigger C/T measurement source(s) will be displayed if:' -

TRACK TRIG LVL is underlined, and

the Horizontal Mode is valid for selected C/T measurement, and 

the Trigger Mode and Coupling are valid.
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if less than two cursors are currently displayed, trigger level cursor for the A 
Trigger will be displayed if:

TRACK TRIG LVL is underlined and the Horizontal Mode is A or ALT, and

the Trigger Mode, Source, and Coupling are valid, and

the A trig source channel is not the same as the C/T measurement chan
nel while a C/T fneasurement is running and displaying a B trig cursor.

If less than two cursors are currently displayed, a trigger level cursor for the B 
Trigger will be displayed if:

TRACK TRIG LVL is underlined, and

the Horizontal Mode is ALT or B, and

the Trigger Mode, Source, and Coupling are valid.

Track f h  Cursors

If one or no measurement or trigger level cursor is displayed, up to two ground 
cursors (not more than two cursors total) may be displayed if the following 
conditions are met:

TRACK fh  is underlined and CH 1 and/or CH 2 Vertical MODE is 
selected.

Trigger-source channel (CH 1 and/or CH 2) VOLTS/DIV VAR control Is in 
detent.

Behavior for Horizontal Mode Changes
If the Horizontal MODE is changed to a mode that cannot be used for the 
active measurement, that measurement will be canceled without a message 
being displayed. Returning to a mode that may be used and pressing the 
LAST MEAS’MT button will restore the canceled measurement mode (if no 
other measurement selection is made first). See Table 3-1 for compatible and 
incompatible modes.

Gated-voltage measurements wilt not run in SGL SEG Trigger MODE. Any 
gated Volts measurement that is active will be canceled if SGL SEQ Trigger 
MODE is selected, if a gated-voltage measurement is selected while SGL 
SEG is also selected, the message NOT ALLOWED IN SSEQ is displayed for
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two seconds (only if readout is configured to remain on in SGL SEQ). 
+ PEAK, - PEAK and PK-PK will not run in ALT or B Horizontal MODE unless 
B Trigger MODE is RUNS AFTER.

Table 3-1
Behavior fo r Horizontal MODE Changes

Measurement Mode Compatible
Horizontal

Modes

Incompatible
Horizontal

Modes

!<- VOLTS -+t, rh  VOLTS -H A, ALT, B, XY

H- SEC~H( H- 1/SEC-H, l<- PHASE-H A, ALT, B X-Y

DC A, X-Y ALT, B

+ PEAK,-PEAK, PK-PK A, ALT, B, X-Y

GATED + PEAK, GATED -PEAK, 
and GATED PK-PK

A ALT, B, X-Y

FREQ, PERIOD, WIDTH, TOTALIZE, 
and FREQ RATIO

A ALT, B, X-Y

GATED C/T (FREQ, PERIOD, WIDTH, 
and EVENTS}

A ALT, B, X-Y

RiSE/FALL and PROP DELAY A ALT, B, X-Y

Measurement Compatibility and Error 
Messages

Channel 1 or Channel 2 Voltmeter measurements, expept DC, cannot be 
made when the signal is larger than the range of the B trigger level. The dis
played error message is OUCH-TURN VOLTS/DIV CCW.

NOTE

When making DC measurements, overranged signals will not 
cause an error message to be displayed but can display incorrect 
voltage readings. To obtain accurate DC readings keep the 
waveform within the graticule limits.
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The Channel 1 or Channel 2 Voltmeter measurement of DC cannot be made 
with the Input COUPLING set to AC; the displayed error message is C H 1 (or 
CH 2) -  SELECT DC COUPLING. If GND Input COUPLING is In use, a 
ground symbol is displayed after the readout value.

NOTE

A maximum of eight waveforms are allowed to be displayed when 
making Voltmeter measurements of DC, + Peak, -Peak, or Peak- 
to-Peak measurements while in Horizontal ALT Mode.

The ADD mode waveforms will not be displayed while making 
voltage measurements if Vertical Channels 1 through 4 are being 
displayed with their Delayed waveforms (Horiz ALT Mode 
selected).

For + PEAK, -PEAK, and PK-PK measurements, the ac symbol (-“ ) will be 
displayed for AC Input COUPLING, and the ground symbol will be displayed 
for GND Input COUPLING. The symbols will be displayed after the readout 
units.

A question mark (?) will be displayed in front of the measurement value any 
time the measurement is uncertain. This can happen in ALT or B MODE 
+ PEAK, -PEAK, and PK-PK measurements.

The following measurements cannot occur when the VOLTS/DIV VAR control 
for the channel being measured is not in the detent position; -t* PEAK, -  PEAK, 
PK-PK, DC, GATED + PEAK, GATED -PEAK, GATED PK-PK,!*- VOLTS -*t, 
and fh  VOLTS-H. The displayed error message is MEAS SOURCE VAR 
OUT OF DETENT.

The following measurements cannot occur when the SEC/DIV VAR control is 
out of the detent position; K- sec  -*l, H - i /s e c -M, H- phase  -M, and 

SET 360 The displayed error message is VAR SECS/DiV OUT OF 
DETENT.

When in ALT or B Horizontal MODE, no C/T measurement is running, and the 
B Trigger MODE is not RUNS AFTER, a greater-than symbol (> ) will appear 
before the delay-time readout. The readout value displayed is the delay time 
between the A trigger and the time a B trigger can be accepted by the trigger 
system. A question mark (?) will appear in front of the delay time readout for 
delay measurements when the DELAY time is set to 0.25 division or less from 
the beginning of the sweep.

If the oscilloscope in not triggered when a gated voltage measurement mode 
is selected, the following error message is displayed: LO REP RATE -  STILL 
TRYING.
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This can happen if the selected trigger channel has no trigger signal applied 
in NORM Trigger MODE or if the Trigger LEVEL control is not set to obtain a 
triggered display. An improperly triggered display in either AUTO LEVEL or 
AUTO Trigger MODE will cause the measurement readout-value to be 
unstable, but no error message will be displayed.

Measurements in Single Sequence Mode

The following measurements run continuously during SGL SEQ Trigger 
MODE: DC, +PEAK, -PEAK, PK~PK,K- VOLTS-H, and ih  VOLTS -H, The 
following run continuously in the A Horizontal MODE (with cursors}: 
k- SEC -M, K- i / SEC -H, and H~ PHASE . Of the CfT measurements, only 
TOTALIZE runs continuously in SGL SEQ mode.

For all other C/T measurements, including fc- sec  -*i, \<-~ i /s e c  ->|, and 
\<- PHASE -H in ALT or B Horizontal MODES, one measurement cycle will be 
performed and the result held in the readout display (if readout is configured 
to remain on in SGL SEQ mode} each time SGL SEQ Mode is reentered.

The readout and/or cursors are displayed briefly during SGL SEQ Mode for 
making a photographic record (or they may be configured to remain on -  see 
the discussion on Configure Menu in the Service Menu Features part of this 
; section}. The displayed readout is the value of the measurement at the instant 
it is displayed.

GATED + PEAK, GATED -PEAK, and GATED PK-PK measurements are not 
available during single sequence mode and will be canceled if active when 
SGL SEQ is selected.

B Trigger AUTO LEVEL acquisitions do not occur when the A Trigger MODE 
Is SGL SEQ.

Service Menu Features

Most of the items in the SERVICE MENU are for diagnostics, troubleshooting, 
and calibration. However, there are four menu selections that are also for 
operational use: CONFIGURE, SELF CAL MEASUREMENTS, MAKE 
FACTORY SETTINGS, and LOAD STORE/RECALL SETUPS. Press the top 
and bottom menu-item select buttons to display the SERVICE MENU.
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S E R V IC E  M E N U /

D IA G N O S E t M ENU

C O N F IG U R E I

SELF C A L M E A S U R EM EN TS

IN T E R N A L  S E T T IN G S  M E N U /

E X E R C IS E R  M E N U / Q U IT

Service Menu.

Press the buttons opposite the displayed up- and down-arrows to move the 
displayed underline to the desired menu item of CONFIGURE, SELF CAL 
MEASUREMENTS, or INTERNAL SETTINGS MENU. Press RUN or SELECT. 
At any point in the CONFIGURE routine, select END to return the display to 
the SERVICE MENU. Select QUIT from the INTERNAL SETTINGS MENU or 
the main SERVICE MENU to return to the oscilloscope mode.

Configure Menu

The operating-mode features in the CONFIGURE menu seldom need to be 
changed.

CO NFIG URE
E N D

ACQUIRE IN  PEAK D E TE C T M O D E?
YES

NO
R U NN IN G

KEEP M ENU O N W H E N  MEAS SE LEC TED ?  

RECALL ONLY? (IN  STO fiE /RECALL)

KEEP M ENU O N W H E N  S/R SELECTED?  

KEEP READOUT O N IN  SOL SEQ?  

IN IT IA U Z E  T IM E  CURSORS/DELAYS?  

PRESET TV  TR IG  SLOPE FOR -S Y N C ?  

PRESET TV  TR IG  SLOPE FOR + S Y N C ?

Configure Menu and questions.

Select CONFIGURE from the SERVICE MENU and answer YES or NO to 
each of the displayed questions. For each answer, YES or NO will be under
lined to indicate how the instrument is presently configured. After YES or NO 
is selected, the next configuration choice is displayed. After answering the 
last question, the SERVICE MENU display returns. To exit from the
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COM FIGURE menu without answering the remaining question (s), press the 
END button orthe CLEAR DISPLAY button. The CONFIGURE items are listed 
as follows:

ACQUIRE IN PEAK DETECT MODE? {Factory Settings default is YES.) 
Selecting YES selects the peak detect mode for the hardcopy. Acqui
sition mode for the GPIB is selecting through the GPIB bus.

If NO is selected, the acquistion mode for the hardcopy is sample.

KEEP MENU ON WHEN MEAS’MT SELECTED? (Factory Settings 
default is NO.) Selecting NO clears the measurement menu items from 
the display after a measurement function is selected. Measurement cur
sors remain displayed. The AUTO TRACKING MENU remains on after a 
selection has been made.

Selecting YES allows a measurement menu to remain displayed after a 
function is selected. The measurement menu items can be removed at 
any time by pressing the CLEAR DISPLAY button once.

RECALL ONLY (IN STORE/RECALL)? {Factory Settings default is NO.) 
Seiecting NO displays the Store/Recail Setup menu when the STORE/ 
RECALL SETUP button is pressed. From the Store/Recail Setup menu 
you can store, edit, and recall front-panel setups.

Selecting YES displays the Recall Only menu when the STORE/ 
RECALL SETUP button is pressed. From the Recall Only menu you can 
easily step through all of the stored front-panel setups.

KEEP MENU ON WHEN S/R SELECTED? (Factory Settings default is 
NO.) Selecting NO clears the menu from the display when some store/ 
recall setup functions are selected.

Selecting YES keeps the Store/Recail Setup menu on the screen when 
using the store/recall setup functions. The menu can be removed at any 
time by pressing the CLEAR DISPLAY button once.

KEEP READOUT ON IN SGL SEQ? (Factory Settings default is NO.) 
Seiecting NO will keep the readout off in Single-Sequence Trigger 
Mode. This mode is useful for single-sequence waveform photography. 
The readout is displayed briefly after the sequence is completed to 
expose the film, then cleared to prevent overexposure.

Selecting YES keeps the readout on when in the Single-Sequence 
Trigger Mode. This mode lets you view any of the measurements that 
continue to be made during SGL SEQ trigger mode even if no waveform 
is being displayed. The front panel control settings may also be made in
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SGL SEG without having to select a different Trigger Mode to see the 
readouts as the controls are changed. The measurement readout is 
especial ly useful for the Voltmeter measurements because the signal on 
the selected input channel is continually monitored. {GATED Voltmeter 
measurements are not permitted in SGL SEG Trigger MODE.)

INITIALIZE TIME CURSORS/DELAYS? (Factory Settings default is 
YES.) If YES is,selected, with the following conditions:

K- SEC -*l, \<~ 1 /SEC -M, o r k -  SET 360 °-H is se lected , and none of 
the fo llo w in g  cond itions is true:

more than one channel is selected and the Horizontal MODE is 
not "A” , or

A Trig MODE is VERT and Vertical MODE is ADD, or

more than one channel Is selected and the A Trig MODE is 
VERT, or

Horizontal MODE Is B and cursors have been selected,

the cursors or delays will be initialized as follows:

If the reference delay is appropriate to the measurement mode, it 
will be set inside a window that extends from 0.25 division after 
sweep start to one period of the trigger signal left of the 10th division 
after sweep start, if this window exists, if there is no window, it will be 
left at its original position.

If the reference cursor is appropriate to the measurement mode, it 
wilt be set as specified for the reference delay with the assumption 
that the sweep start is at the left graticule line.

The delta cursor or delta delay, as appropriate to the measurement, 
will be set one period of the trigger signal to the right of the reference 
cursor or delay, if possible; if not possible. It will remain unchanged.

Cursors and delays may remain unchanged if:

1. : there is no A trigger, or

2. the trigger source channel's signal has a repetition rate slower than 
20 Hz or faster than 100 MHz.

Under the conditions of 1 and 2 above, a question mark may appear 
before the measurement value and remain until the ~H or I<- knob is 
moved. The user should, however, always inspect the display to
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determine that the cursors or intensified zones mark appropriate places 
on the waveform. There are waveforms, such as very narrow pulses or 
multiple crossings of the trigger level within one period, that can cause 
erroneous initialization with no question mark.

When LAST MEAS’MT is selected and the last measurement was 
k- s e c -Morn- i  /SEC -*|, or the last action was k- set 360 °-H, cursors 
or delays will be reinitialized as above if configured to initialize time 
measurements and the instrument’s mode is appropriate.

Accuracy of the cursor or delay placement is as specified for the selected 
measurement.

PRESET TV TRIG SLOPE FOR -SYNC? (Factory Settings default is 
YES.) Selecting YES wiii cause the trigger slopes to preset to “ V- when 
TV trig mode is selected, and the configure menu is exited. If NO is 
selected, a second question is presented:

PRESET TV TRIG SLOPE FOR +SYNC? (Factory Settings default is 
NO.) Selecting YES will cause the trigger slopes to preset to - f~  when 
TV trig mode is selected, and the configure menu is exited. If NO is 
selected, the scope will not use a preset slope when a TV trig mode is 
selected.

When the final question is answered, the SERVICE MENU display returns. 

Self Cal Measurements
This selection consists of SELF CAL HARDCOPY procedure, SELF CAL 
VOLT MEASUREMENTS routine, and SELF CAL TIME MEASUREMENTS 
routine. The SELF CAL HARDCOPY procedure characterizes channels 1,2, 
3, and 4, and horizontal position. Before performing any SELF CAL, discon- 
nect ali input signals. The SELF CAL VOLT MEASUREMENTS and SELF CAL 
TIME MEASUREMENTS routines do a self-characterization of the vertical 
channels 1 and 2 and the horizontal timing. With the selection of SELF CAL 
MEASUREMENTS, the message CALIBRATE DIGITIZER? is displayed. 
When YES is selected, the SELF CAL HARDCOPY procedure is performed 
first followed by the SELF CAL VOLT MEASUREMENTS and SELF CAL TIME 
MEASUREMENTS routines. Selecting NO will bypass the SELF CAL 
HARDCOPY procedure and run the SELF CAL VOLT MEASUREMENTS and 
SELF CAL TIME MEASUREMENTS routines.

These routines and procedures store calibration constants that set the 
accuracy of the internal measurement system. Hardcopy and voltage 
measurements can be calibrated separately from the timing measurement by 
selecting the SELF CAL item from the VOLTMETER Measurement Menu. 
Timing measurement may also be calibrated separately by selecting SELF 
CAL item from the TIME Measurement Menu.
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NOTE

CALIBRATE MEASUREMENTS or SELF CAL can be performed any
time after a 20-minute warmup to ensure the accuracy stated in 
Section 6.

internal Settings Menu

The INTERNAL SETJINGS MENU consists Of MAKE FACTORY SETTINGS, 
LOAD STORE/RECALL STORED SETUPS, and ADJUST VERTICAL 
OUTPUT. AH INTERNALSETTINGS menu items, except ADJUST VERTICAL 
OUTPUT, are for use by the operator. To return to the main SERVICE MENU, 
press the up-arrow key to underline INTERNAL SETTINGS MENU and press 
the button again to display the SERVICE MENU. To return to the oscilloscope 
mode, select QUIT from the INTERNAL SETTINGS MENU or SERVICE 
MENU, or press the CLEAR DISPLAY button.

MAKE FACTORY SETTINGS-S e ts  the front-panel controls and menu 
configurations as described in Appendix A.

IN TE R N A L S E T T IN G S  M E N U /

M A K E FACTO RY S E T T IN G S t  M ENU

LOAD STO R E/R EC A LL SE TU P S i

A D JU S T  V E R TIC A L O U TP U T

SET GPfB A D D R E S S

Q U IT

Internal Settings Menu.

LOAD STORE/RECALL SETUPS —Loads eight factory front-panel 
setups into the Store/RecaH memory. The setups are stored in memory 
locations 01 through 08, and ail previously stored setups in locations 01 
through 20 will be deleted. When you select this item, a message wili be 
displayed that wilt give you the choice to continue or not continue with 
the loading of the factory setups. Don’t select YES unless you are sure 
that you want to delete all of your previously stored setups.

ADJUST VERTICAL O UTPUT-This menu item is to be used by a 
service technician during calibration and troubleshooting, it is not an 
operational function.

SET GPIB ADDRESS—Sets the GPiB address number for the 2252. 
Vaiid numbers are from 00 to 31. Selecting 31 writ remove the instrument 
off the bus. The factory default GPiB address number is 01.
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Store/Recall Setup Features
The menu-driven Store/Recall Setup system allows you to store and recall up 
to 20 front-panel setups. Front-panel setups are user installed and named, 
and may be arranged in groupings of measurement setups (sequences) for 
performing a variety of repetitive tests. Figure 3-4 illustrates a typical begin
ning arrangement of tests and sequences with the factory setups installed.

NO. TEST NAME STATUS

f 01 ADJUST FIAT TOP blank

Factory
Setups

02 AUTO TO 100 MHZ blank
03 SELECTABLE TIME blank

SEQ 1 ^
04
05

MANUAL D VOLTS blank
SET CURSORS blank

06 ADJUST CHI V/D blank

User
07
08

SELECT DELAY blank
Added MATCH EDGES END SEQ
Setups 09 CHI FREQ blank

SEQ 2 ^ 10 CH2 FREQ blank
11 XY CH2 VS CHI END SEQ

SEQ 3
12 CHI FALL TIME blank

CH2 RISE TIME END SEQ
14 DELETED
15

Empty 16
Setup 17
Memories 18

19 t

20

Non stored locations are not accessed when sequencing.
All 20 locations may be user added and sequenced as needed.

__________________________________________________________________________________________  7837-06

Figure 3-4. Typical Store/Recall Setup sequencing.
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There are three different configurations that may be selected to permit dif
ferent accesses to the STORE/RECALL SETUP features. The first is the 
Recall Only menu for use after the setups have been installed and no further 
changes are to be routinely made.

The Recall Only menu lets you recall the test sequences to perform a series of 
repetitive tests. Only the name and number of the stored record are displayed 
along with up and down arrows for selecting higher or lower numbered set
ups in a test sequence. If more than one sequence of setups is stored, a menu 
item {NEXT SEQ) also appears which allows you to change sequences. See 
the Recall Only Menu discussion.

When configured for full access to the STORE/RECALL SETUP feature, 
stored setups can be recalled, altered, deleted, or arranged in sequences. 
This configuration is used when first Installing the setups and arranging the 
sequences. The Store/Recall menu remains displayed after a selection Is 
made so that it is convenient to use for making the initial front panel setups or 
making extensive changes to existing setups.

The Store/Recall Setup menu with access to Recall Only operates the same 
as the Store/Recall Setup menu except that the menu display is cleared when 
the STORE or RECALL item is selected. The first choice in the menu when 
configured in this manner is SEQUENCE, and, when selected, accesses the 
Recall Only menu for sequencing the setups. This configuration is useful for 
making minor changes to existing setups before beginning a measurement 
series.

Factory Stored Setups

When the 2252 Is shipped from the factory, the Store/Recali Setup memory 
contains eight stored front-panel setups. These factory setups are stored in 
setup locations 01 through 08. The setups may be recalled and used for 
demonstration and training, or they may be used as a basis for setups which 
suit your specific applications. Appendix A lists the front-panel settings for 
each factory setup. The factory stored setups can be restored to the Store/ 
Recall Setup memory if desired. See Service Menu Features, internal 
Settings Menu, LOAD STORE/RECALL SETUPS In this section.

NOTE

Restoring the factory-stored setups to the STORE/RECALL 
memories erases any user-added setups. A warning message to 
this effect is displayed when the feature is used.
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Recall Only Menu

The Recall Only menu Is displayed when the CONFIGURE menu has been 
appropriately set and there is at least one setup stored in the store/recail 
memory. The Recall Only menu is used when a number of front panel settings 
for making a series of measurements have been stored in the correct 
sequences and no changes to the stored setups are wanted. When con
figured for Recall Only, the simplified recall only menu will appear when the 
STORE/RECALL SETUP button Is pressed.

A second way to reach the Recall Only menu is from the STORE/RECALL 
menu when the SEQUENCE choice is displayed in the list. The SEQUENCE 
choice is given in the Store/Recall menu when the oscilloscope is configured 
for a menu to be cleared after a selection has been made in the Store/Recall 
menu. A press of the SEQUENCE menu-select button displays the recall 
pnly menu for sequencing through the front-panel setups for a series of 
measurements. As with ail menus, the Recall Only menu can be removed 
from the display by pressing the CLEAR DISPLAY button.

To configure the oscilloscope to  access the Recall Only menu:

1. Press the top and bottom Menu-Select buttons to display the SERVICE 
, MENU.

2. Call up the CONFIGURE menu (see the Configure Menu discussion in 
SERVICE M EN U for the detai Is of how the CO NFiGUREmenu operates).

3. Follow this step to permit the Recall Only menu to be called up directly 
with the STORE/RECALL SETUP button. This configuration allows no 
access to the STORE features of the STORE/RECALL SETUP function. 
Use step 4 if you want to be able to select the Recall Only menu from the 
Store/Recall Setup menu.

a. Set:

KEEP MENU ON WHEN MEAS SELECTED YES or NO
>

RECALL ONLY? (IN STORE/RECALL) YES

KEEP MENU ON WHEN S/R SELECTED? NO

b. Press the CLEAR DISPLAY button to exit the SERVICE MENU.

c. Press the STORE/RECALL SETUP button to display the Recall Only 
menu.
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4. Fo! low th is step to permit access to the Store/Recai I menu with the abi I ity 
to select the Recall Only menu for sequencing. The SEQUENCE choice 
appears as the first choice in the Store/Recall menu but access to the 
STORE function is allowed. This configuration is most useful when 
making changes to a sequence before a measurement series is started.

a. Set:

KEEP M ENU ON W HEN MEAS SELECTED YESorNO

RECALL ONLY? (IN STORE/RECALL) NO

KEEP M ENU ON W HEN S/R SELECTED NO

b. Press the CLEAR DISPLAY button to exit from the SERVICE MENU.

c. Press the STORE/RECALL SETUP button.

d. Press the SEQUENCE button to display the Recall Only menu.

CH 1 +PEAK 2.42 V

Name of Record f

X X

i

NEXT SEQ

5V— 2V“ .IV .IVw .Is

RECALL ONLY menu.
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The descriptions of the readout locations and menu items are from top to 
bottom as follows:

Active Measurement—indicates the name of the active measurement 
and the measurement value (top line of readout},

Up-Arrow Button (t) — Recalls front-panel settings for the next record 
in the current sequence. If the current record is the last in the sequence 
(status END or the highest numbered record stored), the next record 
recalled will be the first record of the current sequence. A sequence 
starts with either 01 or the first record past a previous record with an END 
SEQ status.

xx —Recalls the currently displayed record number {xx}. The record 
number will start at 01 when the RECALL ONLY menu is displayed by 
pressing theSTORE/RECALLSETUP button. If the menu is displayed by 
selecting SEQUENCE from the Store/Recali, the record number will start 
at the same number as displayed on the Store/Recali Setup menu.

Dow n-A rrow  Button (I)-R eca lls  the front-panel settings for the 
previous record in the current sequence. If the displayed record is the 
first in a sequence, pressing the down-arrow button wilt recall the current 
record.

NEXT SEQ — Changes the current record number to the first step of the 
next sequence. If presently in the last sequence, pressing NEXT SEQ will 
change the current record number to 01. This item will not appear if there 
is only one sequence defined.

Active Front Panel Settings —indicates the VOLTS/DIV and SEC/DIV 
settings for the currently active setup (bottom Sine of readout).

Store/Recali Setup Menu

To configure the oscilloscope to access the full features of the Store/Recali 
Setup menu when the STORE/RECALL SETUP button is pressed, perform 
the following procedure:

1. Press the top and bottom Menu-Seiect buttons to display the SERVICE 
MENU.
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2. Call up the CONFIGURE menu (see the Configure Menu discussion in 
SERViCEMENUforthedetailsofhowthe CONFIGURE menu operates).

3. Set:

KEEP MENU ON W HEN ME AS SELECTED YES or NO

RECALL ONLY? (IN STORE/RECALL) NO

KEEP MENU ON W HEN S/R SELECTED? YES

4. Press the CLEAR DISPLAY button to clear the CONFIGURE menu and 
return to the normal operating mode.

5. Press the STORE/RECALL SETUP button to display the menu.

CHI + PEAK

Name of Record RECALL NEXT

SETUP: XX RECALL

Status of Record STORE

DELETE

SELECT SETUP INSERT NEXT

WITH CONTROL ALTER LABELS

5V “  2V “ ,1V ,1Vw ,1s

STORE/RECALL Setup menu display.

The descriptions of the readout locations and menu items are from top to 
bottom as follows:

Active Measurement Display—Indicates the measurement that is 
currently active (if one is). The measurement value is not displayed.

Name o f R e c o rd - Name given to the currently displayed record. This is 
a user-assigned name and it may be altered (see the ALTER LABELS 
function).
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SETUP: xx—D isptay the setup number from 01 through 20 of the setups. 
The setups may be scrolled through by rotating the -H control.

Status of Record -  Indicates the status (blank, EMPTY, END SEQ, or 
DELETED) of the currently displayed record. The status readout is blank 
when a front-panel setup is stored at the location and there is ho other 
status to report. EMPTY appears only when there are no stored front- 
panel setups. END SEQ marks the last setup of a sequence. The END 
SEQ status is set using the ALTER LABELS function. DELETED appears 
only on the last setup location, after the DELETE function has been used 
or a record has been overwritten with the STORE function.

SELECT SETUP WITH-H CONTROL-This message tells you to rotate 
the control to select a different stored setup number.

RECALL NEXT — Recalls front-panel settings for the next record in the 
current sequence. If the current record is the last in the sequence (status 
END SEQ or the highest numbered record stored), the menu item label 
becomes RECALL FIRST, and, when pressed, the first record of the cur
rent sequence will be recalled. A sequence starts with eitherOI or the first 
setup past a previous setup with an END SEQ status.

SEQUENCE — Displayed in place of RECALL NEXT when NO is 
selected for both the KEEP MENU ON WHEN S/R SELECTED and 
RECALL ONLY? (IN STORE/RECALL) in the CONFIGURE menu. When 
SEQUENCE is pressed, the RECALL ONLY MENU is displayed. See 
Recall Only Menu in this section.

RECALL— Recallsfront-panel settings from the current setup number. If 
the SETUP number location is blank, there are no stored records. A 
NOTHING STORED message is displayed if RECALL is selected, and 
the front-panel settings remain unchanged.

STORE—Stores present front -pane I settings on ly at the di splayed setup 
number. The setup name or status of a setup memory are not overwritten 
by a recalled front-panel setup and must be altered appropriately using 
the ALTER LABELS function after storing a new setup. Use this function 
for initially storing at location 01 or for replacing the front-panel settings 
in any setup number. In most cases, the last setup replaced by the 
STORE function can be recovered if necessary: see Recovering A 
Deleted Setup in this section.

DELETE -  Deletes the contents of the current setup number. The num
ber of each setup above the deleted one is reduced by one. In most 
cases, the last setup deleted can be recovered if necessary; see 
Recovering A Deleted Setup in this section.
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INSERT NEXT—Creates a new record of the current front-panel setup 
and inserts it after the displayed setup number. All setup numbers above 
the current number are increased by one. The name and status of the 
new record will be blank and must be entered using the ALTER LABEL 
function. INSERT NEXT Is used storing new front-panel setups in 
sequence. Tochange a previously stored setup use the STORE function.

* NOTE

if  there are already 20 records stored, inserting another record wiii 
delete record 20. A message INSERTION WILL CAUSE LOSS OF 
STEP 20 will be displayed. Selecting INSERT wiii delete the existing 
record 20 and replace it with a new one. Selecting AB ORT will keep 
the existing record 20 and not save the new record, if  record 20 is 
displayed, selecting INSERT will cause a message NO MORE 
STEPS to be displayed.

Active Front Panel Settings—indicates the VOLTS/DiV and SEC/DiV 
settings for the currently active setup {bottom line of readout).

ALTER LABELS -  Calls up the ALTER LABELS menu to name or alter a 
currently displayed name or setup status.

ALTER LABELS

Name of Record ERASE NAM E

SETUP: xx

Status TOGGLE STATUS

M- M O VES.......

ALTERS CHAR RETURN

ALTER LABELS menu.

The descriptions of the readout locations and menu items of the ALTER 
LABELS menu are from top to bottom as follows:
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Name of R eco rd -N am e  given to the currently displayed record. A 
name given to a record can consist of up to 15 characters. The charac
ters available in order are: a space, letters from A to 2, numbersfrom Oto 
9, a period, and eight special characters {(, ) ,  <,  > ,  =  , ? , / ,  A  ).

Characters are selected by placing the underline within the Name of 
Record brackets < > with the k- OR DELAY TIME control. To select a 
character over the underline, rotate the ~H control until the desired 
character is displayed, then move the underline to the right with the 
k- OR DELAY TIME control. Repeat the selection procedure until the 
name of the record is completed.

SETUP: xx— Displays the setup number from 01 through 20 of the 
displayed record as on page 1 of Store/Recall Setup menu. When the 
number is underlined with the k~ OR DELAY TIME control, the displayed 
record can be changed with the control. This allows specific records
to be reviewed and altered.

Status of R e c o rd -  indicates the status (EMPTY, END SEQ, DELETED, 
or blank) of the currently displayed record. EMPTY appears only when 
there are no stored front-pane! setups. END SEQ is the end-of- 
sequence indication. DELETED appears on the last record when it is a 
record saved from a STORE or DELETE function. A record with the 
DELETED status cannot be modified. Attempting to do so will display an 
error message: CANNOT MODIFY DELETED STER

k- M O VES....  —This message tells you to rotate the k- OR DELAY
TIME control to move an underline through menu-display fields that can 
be changed by rotating t h e c o n t r o l .

~H ALTERS CHAR—This message tells you to rotate the -*{ control to 
change the information in the selected (underlined) field.

ERASE NAME —Erases the name currently displayed.

TOGGLE STATUS—Toggles status of record between blank and END 
SEQ. Select END SEQ to mark a record as the last in a sequence.

RETURN-Returns to the Store/Recall Setup menu.

Recovering A Deleted Setup

A setup deleted by a STORE or DELETE function is saved in the store/recall 
memory for recovery. Only the last deleted setup may be recovered.
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Recovery must be done before the STORE or DELETE functions are used 
again. Also, a setup should be recovered before using the INSERT NEXT 
function when there are already 19 or more stored setups. A setup that Is 
deleted by the STORE function when 20 setups are stored is not saved and 
cannot be recovered.

TO RECOVER A DELETED SETUP:

1. Select the Store^Recall Setup menu.

2. Rotate the -H control clockwise until the last record is displayed. That 
record will have a status of DELETED.

3. Press RECALL to recall the front-panel settings for the deleted record.

4. Decide where you want to store the deleted setup. You can replace an 
existing setup using the STORE function, or you can insert a new setup 
with the INSERT NEXT function.

a. To replace an existing setup, rotate the ~M control to the setup num
ber that is to be replaced and press the STORE button.

b. To insert a new setup, rotate the-*| control to the setup number that is 
to precede the new setup and press the INSERT NEXT button.

5. Press ALTER LABELS button.

6. Alter the name and status of the new setup as desired. See ALTER 
LABELS description in this section.

S toring  S e tups in S equences

Front-pane! setups are stored In the Store/Recal! memory and numbered 
starting at 01. A total of 20 setup records can be stored and recalled. Stored 
setups can be recalled individually by setup number, or sequentially within 
marked sequences. A sequence is defined as starting at setup number 01 or 
the first record after one marked with a status of END SEQ and ending with the 
next record with a status of END SEQ or the last stored record.

To store a sequence of fron t-pane l setups, perform the follow ing 
procedure:

1. Set CONFIGURE in the Service Menu for the following:

KEEP MENU ON WHEN MEAS SELECTED YESorNO
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RECALL ONLY? (IN STORE/RECALL) NO

KEEP M ENU ON W HEN S/R SELECTED? YES

2. Press the STORE/RECALL SETUP button to call up the Store/Recall 
Setup menu.

3. Rotate the -H control to review the stored setups. Determine whether 
there are enough EMPTY locations to store all of the setups in your 
sequence. There are a total of 20 locations available. It is a good idea to 
use only 19 and leave the 20th open so that the system will have a place 
to store the last deleted file for recovery when necessary.

If there are not enough locations available to store your setups, you can 
use DELETE to remove unneeded setups or you can use the STORE 
function to write over them.

4. Set the front-pane! controls as desired for the first setup in your 
sequence. Set all controls the way you want them; even the intensity con
trol settings can be stored for recall. You can set the front-panel controls 
in several ways: setting the individual controls manually, inputting the 
desired signals and pressing the AUTO SETUP button, or by recalling 
and modifying an already stored setup.

5. Rotate the -H control to the setup location that is to precede or start the 
first setup in the sequence.

6. Press INSERT NEXT (or STORE, if the current setup location is to be 
written over).

7. Press ALTER LABELS to call up the ALTER LABELS menu and give the 
desired name to your setup. Also make sure that the status is blank for all 
of the setups in the sequence, except the last one, and that one should be 
END SEQ. END SEQ is used to mark the last setup in a sequence using 
the ALTER LABELS function.

k

8. Press RETURN to display the Store/Recall Setup menu.

9. Repeat the above process of inserting or storing (writing over) until all the 
setups in your sequence are stored in memory.

10. if your sequence did not begin at setup location 01, use the ALTER 
LABELS menu to alter the status of the setup just preceding your first 
setup in the sequence to END SEQ.
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Waveform Digital Acquisition Modes
Two acquisition modes for the hardcopy and GPIB operation may be selected 
from the Configure part of the SERVICE MENU or from a controiier via the 
GPIB bus. The two digital acquisition modes are Peak Detect and Sample 
modes.

In Peak Detect mode, the minimum and maximum levels of the input signal 
within the time represented by 1/25 of a division unmagnified are digitized as 
data pairs.

In Sample mode, the signal is sampled at a rate that produces 50 samples per 
graticule division.
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Operator Checks and Adjustments

Introduction

The checks and adjustments in this section are for the operator and involve 
using only controls and adjustments on the outside of the instrument. Internal 
adjustments must be made by a qualified service person.

Before operating the instrument for the first time and before connecting the 
power, refer to Section 1 Preparation for Use to prepare the instrument for the 
initial start-up.

Verify that the POWER switch is OFF (out position). Plug the power cord into a 
power-source outlet that supplies a voltage within the operating range of the 
instrument’s power supply.

NOTE

If you notice an improper indication or instrument malfunction 
during these procedures, refer the instrument to a qualified 
service person.

Initial Setup

The following procedure may be used to set up front-panel controls when the 
instrument is first turned on or when a signal is not being applied to the input 
connectors.

1. Press in the POWER switch button (ON) and let the instrument warm up 
(20 minutes is recommended for maximum accuracy).

2. Set the instrument front-panel controls to obtain a baseline trace:

Vertical Controls

Vertical MODE 
POSITION 
VOLTS/DIV 
VOLTS/DIV VAR 
Channel 1 COUPLING

CH 1
Center the trace 
1 V
Calibrated detent 
GND
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Horizontal Controls

MODE A
POSITION Center the trace
X I0 MAG Off
A SEC/DIV 0.1 ms
SEC/DIV VAR Calibrated detent

Trigger Controls

HOLDOFF MIN
A/B SELECT A
MODE AUTO LEVEL
SOURCE VERT
CPLG DC

Display

A INTEN Desired brightness
FOCUS Best trace definitior
READOUT Desired brightness
SCALE ILLUM Desired brightness

MENU System Controls

MEASUREMENT MODES, AH off (Press
TRACKING CURSORS, CLEAR DISPLAY
MENUS and three times to
STORE/RECALL ensure all off.}

Auto Setup Function

The Auto Setup function can be used to automatically set up the front-panel 
controls to produce a usable display of the applied signal.

1. Connect signal(s) to be displayed to the appropriate input connector(s).

For triggering to be set up properly when the AUTO SETUP button is 
pressed, connect the trigger-source signal to the lowest numbered 
channel that will be turned on.
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2. Set:

Vertical MODE 

Horizontal MODE 

Vertical COUPLING

As desired (see NOTE} 

As desired 

As desired

3. Press the AUTO SETUP button.

NOTE

Normally, the Auto Setup of the display is sufficient for 
measurement purposes, if further waveform enhancement is 
needed, use the appropriate front-panel controls to adjust 
the display. For Auto Setup action see Appendix A.

Trace Rotation Adjustment
1. Perform the Initial Setup procedure. Position the trace verticaiiy to align it 

with the center horizontal graticule line and check that the trace is 
parallel with the graticule line.

NOTE

Normally, the trace will be parallel to the center horizontal 
graticule line, and the TRACE ROTATION adjustment will not 
be needed.

2. If necessary, adjust the TRACE ROTATION to make the baseiine trace 
parallel to the center horizontal graticule line. Use a small straight-blade 
screwdriver or alignment tool.

Probe Low-Frequency Compensation
Misadjustment of probe compensation is a possible source of measurement 
error. The attenuator probes are equipped with compensation adjustments. 
To ensure the best measurement accuracy, always check probe com
pensation before making measurements.

1. Connect the two supplied 10X probes to the CH 1 and CH 2 input 
connectors.
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2. Connect the probe tips to the PROBE ADJUST connector and the probe 
ground leads to scope ground.

3. Set:

1 Vertical MODE CH 1 & CH 2
Horizontal MODE A

4. Press AUTO S£fUP button.

5. Set the CH 1 VOLTS/DIV setting to 0.1 V {10 mV with probe discon
nected) and vertically center the PROBE ADJUST square-wave signal.

6. Check the square-wave signal for overshoot and rolloff {see Figure 4-1). 
If necessary, use the special adjustment too! supplied in the probe 
accessory package to adjust the low-frequency compensation for a 
square front corner on the square wave displayed.

7. Press the CH 2 Vertical MODE button to turn CH 2 on in the display, and 
press the CH 1 Vertical MODE button to remove the CH 1 trace from the 
display.

Figure 4-1. Probe compensation.
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8. Set the CH 2 VOLTS/DIV setting to 0.1 V (10 mV with probe discon
nected) and vertically center the PROBE ADJUST square-wave signal.

9. Repeat Steps 5 and 6 for the second probe on the CH 2 input connector.

NOTE

Refer to the instruction manual supplied with the probe for 
more detailed information about the probes and the adjust
ment procedure.

Vertical Deflection Check

The PROBE ADJUST square-wave signal may be used to check the Channel 
1 and Channel 2 vertical deflection system in the following procedure:

1. Connect the two 10X probes (supplied) to the CH 1 and CH 2 input 
connectors.

2. Connect both probe hook tips to the PROBE ADJUST connector.

3. Set:

Vertical MODE CH 1
Horizontal MODE A

4. Press AUTO SETUP button,

5. Set CH 1 and CH 2 VOLTS/DiV switches to 0.1 V for the attached 10X 
probes.

6. Set the bottom of the trace of the PROBE ADJUST square-wave signal to 
a convenient horizontal graticule line with the Vertida! POSITION control.

7. Check for a five-division display of the PROBE ADJUST square-wave 
signal.

8. Select CH 2 Vertical MODE and repeat steps 6 and 7.

9. Disconnect the probes from the instrument.
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Timing Checks
The time measurement cursors may be used to check the horizontal deflec
tion system.

1. Preset instrument controls and obtain a baseline trace and set the 
A SEC/DIV switch to 0.1 ms. Vertically center the baseline trace.

-T

2. Press the TIME MEASUREMENTS button to call up the Time Measure
ment Mode menu on the crt and select SEC~*I function for measuring 
time difference by pressing the Menu Select button opposite menu label.

3. Align the reference cursor to the second vertical graticule line using the 
H- OR DELAY TIME control (both cursors are positioned together).

4. Adjust the control for a reading of 800.0 fxs.

5. Check that the cursors are eight divisions apart.

6. Press the CLEAR DISPLAY button to remove the cursors from the 
display.
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